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Abstract
A Census of the Galactic HII Region Population
William Paul Armentrout
Stars with masses more than ∼10 times that of our Sun emit radiation able
to completely ionize the interstellar hydrogen surrounding them. These clouds of
ionized hydrogen are known as H II regions. They are the brightest objects in the
Galaxy at infrared and radio wavelengths and can be detected across the entire
Galactic disk. This makes H II regions invaluable in understanding Galactic star
formation, structure, and evolution. To get a global picture of these properties in
our Galaxy, we need a complete sample of H II regions.
My thesis work has two main components : (1) completing the catalog of
H II regions throughout the Milky Way, specifically focusing on the extreme outer
Galaxy, and (2) using this catalog to constrain H II region population synthesis
models of the Milky Way.
The H II Region Discovery Survey and its extensions aim at producing a com-
plete sample of H II regions throughout the Galaxy. Working with Dr. Loren An-
derson, I have been part of the team observing H II region candidates, mainly with
the Green Bank Telescope (GBT). These surveys have the sensitivity to detect all
regions ionized by single O-stars throughout the Galaxy and are nearly complete in
the first Galactic quadrant, where we focused the majority of our GBT observations.
Thus far, we have discovered 887 H II regions and studied their sizes, distances, elec-
tron temperatures, and compositions.
Focusing on only the brightest candidates, we have missed a significant pop-
ulation of the faintest H II regions throughout the Galaxy. Fainter regions can be
either very distant or produced by lower-mass stars (i.e. B-type stars). Sampling
regions surrounding less intrinsically luminous stars gives insight on the total num-
ber of Galactic H II regions, whereas targeting especially distant regions (∼15 kpc
from the Galactic center) helps delineate an outer boundary for the Galaxy. Of
particular interest here is a population of H II regions discovered in an extension of
the Scutum-Centaurus spiral arm in the first Galactic quadrant, deemed the Outer
Scutum-Centaurus Arm, or OSC. Discovered by Dame and Thaddeus in 2011, the
OSC warps above the plane and was therefore missed by most Galactic plane sur-
veys.
To match observed H II region populations with predicted Galactic structures,
I created an H II region population synthesis model. By constraining structural
details of the model and showing that we are able to detect H II regions out to the
furthest reaches of the Galaxy, we will refine global Galactic parameters and probe




Have I not walked without an upward look
Of caution under stars that very well
Might not have missed me when they shot and fell?
It was a risk I had to take−and took.
Robert Frost, Bravado
?
When I heard the learn’d astronomer,
When the proofs, the figures, were ranged in columns before me,
When I was shown the charts and diagrams, to add, divide, and measure them,
When I sitting heard the astronomer where he lectured with much applause in the
lecture-room,
How soon unaccountable I became tired and sick,
Till rising and gliding out I wander’d off by myself,
In the mystical moist night-air, and from time to time,
Look’d up in perfect silence at the stars.
Walt Whitman, When I Heard the Learn’d Astronomer
?
Danger, Will Robinson. Danger.




I often make the joke at the end of talks that it takes a village to raise an astronomer.
I have had quite the village, beginning with my parents, Mary Jane and Jan, who
gave my seven-year-old self a telescope, access to dark skies, and persistent support.
To my siblings, Jana, Todd, Jace, and Chris who hosted “star parties” with me
every August throughout my high school and college years, surrounding the Perseids
meteor shower. To my Uncle Robin, who can star hop to rival most professional
astronomers. To friends of all stripes, who kept me grounded, challenged, and from
doing my work in advance.
In my professional astronomy training, I am most indebted to my advisor and men-
tor, Loren Anderson, who teaches me how to be a better scientist and communicator
daily, and who starts off every research check-in with a life check-in first. To my
dissertation committee members, Tom Dame, Maura McLaughlin, and D.J. Pisano
for their attention to the details of my dissertation and guidance for my career be-
yond graduate school. I have had many extraordinary teachers and collaborators
from elementary school through graduate school−teachers who encouraged me to
learn beyond the classroom, who challenged me to dive into galaxy data as a teen
(Vicky Orr), and who gave me the keys to the college observatory (Tom Oberst).
I found out only recently that I was called “Will” after the character in Lost In
Space. While I have no Jupiter 2 to explore the Galaxy, I have had the chance
to explore with an incredible array of telescopes throughout this work. From the
Green Bank Telescope to the Very Large Array, and from Gemini North to the Aus-
tralia Telescope Compact Array, the support at every telescope has been incredible,
keeping me from getting too lost in space.
Funding sources include: the West Virginia University Department of Physics and
Astronomy, Eberly College of Arts and Sciences, and the Office of Graduate Educa-
tion and Life; National Optical Astronomy Observatory; National Science Founda-
tion; National Aeronautics and Space Administration; National Radio Astronomy
Observatory; and the Green Bank Observatory.
Thank you for being part of my village.
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1.1 H II Regions
An H II region is an area of ionized hydrogen that surrounds a high-mass star.
Stars of O and early B-type emit enough Lyman-continuum radiation (LyC, λ < 91.2
nm, Eph > 13.6 eV) to completely ionize the interstellar hydrogen surrounding them
for up to tens of parsecs (Strömgren, 1939). The ionizing photon emission rate
(LyC s−1) is a steep function of mass, meaning solar type stars emit many orders of
magnitude fewer LyC than OB stars.
High-mass stars are the archetypical tracers of spiral structure across the
Galactic disk. With relatively short lifetimes of ∼tens of millions of years, OB
stars are zero-age objects compared to the age of the Milky Way. Ionized hydro-
gen clouds surrounding OB stars are among the most luminous sources of emission
in the Galaxy from mid-infrared through radio wavelengths. They reveal locations
of Galactic high-mass star formation, and their chemical abundances indicate the
present state of the interstellar medium (ISM), including the elemental enrichment
caused by the nuclear processing of many stellar generations.
Stars form preferentially in the leading edges of spiral arms where molecular
gas is over-dense. While lower-mass stars can remain on the main sequence for many
billions of years, giving them time to diffuse across the entire Galactic disk and into
1
the Galactic halo, high-mass OB stars have relatively short main sequence lifetimes
of millions of years. This means the H II regions surrounding high-mass stars do
not stray far from their birth places in spiral arms. Since H II regions are luminous
enough to be detected out to the edge of the Galaxy, they can be used to trace spiral
structure throughout the entire Milky Way.
The size of an H II region depends on the emission rate of ionizing photons,
NLy, the density of electrons and protons, ne, np, and the rate of electrons and
protons recombining to produce neutral hydrogen, αH , also called the recombination
coefficient for hydrogen. We assume that every photon with the requisite energy
ionizes a hydrogen atom and that all Lyman photons (released from transitions to
the hydrogen ground state) are immediately reabsorbed by other hydrogen atoms.
This scenario in which H II regions are optically thick to Lyman transitions is called
“Case B Recombination.” In the case where Lyman photons escape, we have “Case
A Recombination.” We assume that all H II regions are sufficiently dense to follow
Case B recombination. Accordingly, we have




Here, αH '3 × 10−13 cm3 s−1 is the Case B recombination coefficient, and the
density of electrons and protons is assumed to be the same, np ' ne ' 103 cm−3 for
pure hydrogen clouds. The idealized sphere of ionized gas is a “Strömgren Sphere”








1.1.1 H II Region Emission
H II regions emit continuum emission across the electromagnetic spectrum.
Their radio continuum emission is due to thermal bremsstrahlung (or free-free)
radiation produced by free electrons accelerating around protons, emitting photons
with a continuous distribution of energies in the process. An example spectral
energy distribution (SED) from Condon & Ransom (2016) is shown in Figure 1.1,
comparing flux density, Sν , to frequency, ν. Flux density is a measure of intensity
with MKS units W m−2 Hz−1. These units tend to be many orders of magnitude
larger than any quantities radio astronomers measure, so we define the Jansky unit
as 1 Jansky = 1 Jy ≡ 10−26 W m−2 Hz−1.
In the optically thin case, at frequencies greater than the SED turnover fre-
quency, the measured flux density of Bremsstrahlung radiation, Sν , is
Sν ∝ T−0.35e ν−0.1 EM. (1.3)
Here, Te, a measure of the thermal energy of electrons, ranges from ∼5000 to ∼10000
K (Quireza et al., 2006). The EM is the line-of-sight integral of n2e through an H II
















Figure 1.1 The Bremsstrahlung radiation of an idealized H II region, reproduced
from Condon & Ransom (2016). H II regions are blackbodies at low frequencies,
but the slope of their SED turns over at a frequency corresponding to an optical
depth τ∼1 where the emission from an H II region transitions from optically thick
to optically thin. At higher frequencies, the slope becomes '−0.1. The intensity
units are arbitrary, and the frequency in units of GHz.
The emission measure is commonly used in place of ne. Because optical depth, τ , is
proportional to n2e, EM is in turn proportional to τ , according to












The detection of radio recombination lines (RRLs) definitively characterizes
an object as an H II region. RRLs are emitted when free electrons recombine with
ions. As an electron cascades down from higher atomic energy states to lower energy
4
states through recombination, the electron emits photons of specific energies. When
those photons are in the radio part of the electromagnetic spectrum, we call them
RRLs. One example RRL, H93α, emits at 8.0456 GHz and is produced by an
electron transitioning from the 94th to the 93rd excited state of hydrogen. In Hnα
lines, H denotes that we are detecting hydrogen, n signifies the final energy level of
the electron, and α signifies that the electron moved just one energy state. Higher
order energy level transitions are denoted by β, γ, and so forth. Within the radio
regime, all transitions are of approximately the same intensity since adjacent RRLs
(near n = 100) differ by only a few percent. The RRLs of all H II regions are optically
thin, so the brightness temperature RRL line strength, TB in units of K, is equal to
Teτ0 where τ0 is the optical depth at line center. Rohlfs & Wilson (2000) show that
the intensity of these transitions go as












Here, ∆ν is the full-width half-maximum line width, and ∆n corresponds to the
change in electronic level (how many energy states the electron moved). For large
n (above n ≈ 40) and small ∆n, the Rydberg equation detailing the frequency of













Since ν0 ∝ n−3 and ∆νν0 =
v
c
, we can simplify Equation 1.6 to the following
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convenient form to compare adjacent line intensities,
TB ∝ T−3/2e n3 (∆n)−2. (1.8)







Therefore, we can modify Equation 1.6 to mirror Equation 1.3, showing RRL strength
in terms of its flux density,
Sν ∝ T−3/2e EM ν (∆n)−2. (1.10)
H II regions are often studied in the optical part of the electromagnetic spec-
trum through their Hα emission. These optical photons, emitted at 656.28 nm,
are produced by electrons transitioning from the 3rd to the 2nd excited states of
hydrogen. In our previous nomenclature, they would be called H2α lines, though
they are ubiquitously known as simply Hα lines.
H II regions, particularly young H II regions, may be embedded in molecular
clouds. Stars form from molecular gas, and while high-mass stars exert an outward
radiation pressure through their emission, decreasing their surrounding gas den-
sity over time, younger stars tend to exist in high-density environments with many
excited molecular gas species present. While stars form primarily from molecular
6
hydrogen, the vibrational transitions of this gas species are excited at temperatures
of ∼103 K, making molecular hydrogen difficult to observe. Carbon monoxide is
commonly used as a tracer for the fainter, though far more widespread, molecular
hydrogen gas. These molecular clouds may also show maser emission or myriad other
molecular gas tracers (ammonia, HCN, HCO+, etc.). This makes H II regions nat-
ural probes for studying the molecular environments of star formation throughout
the entire disk of the Galaxy.
Evolved H II regions typically subtend several parsecs. Their associated ∼24
µm infrared emission traces hot, small dust grains. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons (PAHs) surrounding them fluoresce at ∼8 µm, stochastically heated by the
ambient ultraviolet photons from high-mass stars within H II regions. An example
H II region with this infrared morphology, RCW120, is shown in Figure 1.2.
Detection of spectral lines from ionized gas allows us to determine distances
to H II regions. Any line-of-sight velocity (or radial velocity) of a source will cause





can be combined with a Galactic rotation curve (i.e., Brand & Blitz (1993) or Reid
et al. (2014)) to determine the location of a source within the Galaxy. In the inner
Galaxy, there is a kinematic distance ambiguity (KDA), but any sources outside of
the Solar circle (i.e. Galactocentric radius RGal > 8.4 kpc; Reid et al., 2009) have
no KDA. This ambiguity arises from a redundancy in the line-of-sight velocities for
sources in the inner Galaxy. For example, observing sources out to the edge of the
Galaxy in any given direction in the first quadrant, line-of-sight source velocities will
increase to some maximum value as you observe further away from the Sun, drop to
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zero at the Solar circle, and become negative outside of the Solar circle. Knowing
the distance to a source allows us to determine physical properties instead of solely
observed properties, including luminosity, physical size, etc.
Figure 1.2 A representative Galactic H II region, RCW 120. The image shows Spitzer
24 µm MIPSGAL (red; Carey et al., 2009), and 8.0 µm and 4.5 µm GLIMPSE (green
and blue, respectively; Benjamin et al., 2003). All Galactic H II regions have this
same basic morphology, with ∼20 µm emission surrounded by ∼10 µm emission.
This region is 3.8 parsecs in diameter, and the x and y-axes are Galactic longitude
and latitude, respectively.
Though H II regions are excellent star formation probes throughout the Galaxy,
we still do not have a complete picture of their distribution throughout the Galaxy.
This thesis aims to add to the completeness of H II region surveys, including the
most distant and the faintest populations of Galactic H II regions yet detected.
1.2 H II Region Surveys
1.2.1 Historical Surveys
Sharpless (1953) conducted the first Galactic H II region survey using the Palo-
mar optical survey plates. They detected 142 “emission nebulae” between Galactic
longitudes 105◦ ≥ ` ≥ −45◦. As with most Galactic plane surveys, the Sharpless
regions were constrained to within several degrees of the Galactic plane. Relying on
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optical data, this survey was severely sensitivity-limited by interstellar extinction.
The discovery of the radio recombination line (RRL) H109α by Hoglund &
Mezger (1965) brought the study of H II regions into the radio regime. This enabled
the detection of H II regions across the Galactic disk through the optically thin ISM
at centimeter wavelengths. Lockman (1989) and Caswell & Haynes (1987) conducted
large-scale H II region surveys in the Northern and Southern skies, respectively.
Lockman (1989) detected 462 H II regions between 255◦ ≥ ` ≥ −10◦, nearly half for
the first time, with the NRAO 140 foot telescope at Green Bank through 10 GHz
emission (H85α, H87α, and H88α). This survey was extended through Lockman
et al. (1996) with increased longitude coverage, resulting in 130 additional detections.
Caswell & Haynes (1987) detected 316 H II regions between 360◦ ≥ ` ≥ 210◦ with
the Parkes 64-m telescope through 5 GHz emission (H109α and H110α). These
detections were naturally biased toward the largest and brightest Galactic H II region
complexes.
1.2.2 H II Region Discovery Survey
The goal of the H II Region Discovery Survey (HRDS, 2010−2018, Bania et al.,
2010) was to detect new populations of fainter Galactic H II regions. The first HRDS
survey selected its targets based on spatially coincident 24µm (Spitzer MIPSGAL;
Carey et al., 2009) and ∼20 cm continuum (VGPS and NVSS; Stil et al., 2006; Con-
don et al., 1998) emission in the range 67◦ ≥ ` ≥ −17◦, | b | ≤ 1◦. Again, the 24µm
emission traces hot, small dust grains, a signature of the high-mass stars at the cen-
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ters of H II regions. The ∼20 cm continuum emission traces thermal bremsstrahlung
radiation from the surrounding cloud of free electrons being accelerated around
ionized interstellar hydrogen molecules. This criterion coupling infrared and radio
measurements proved to be extremely successful, and the HRDS detected RRL emis-
sion (H87α−H93α) from 95% of all targets with 6-minute on-off pairs at X-band
with the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT). This shows that nearly
all of the infrared-identified candidates are confirmed as H II regions when we also
detect coincident radio continuum emission.
Anderson et al. (2015) detailed high latitude H II regions as well as those in the
second and third Galactic quadrants. Anderson et al. (2018) finished off the original
series of HRDS surveys with measurements of large, diffuse H II regions from the
first through third quadrants.
To date, the HRDS has discovered 887 H II regions, bringing the total number
of known Galactic H II regions over the survey range to 1603, more than doubling
the previous census (Bania et al., 2010; Anderson et al., 2011, 2015, 2018). This
brings the full census to 1896 known H II regions in the Milky Way.
1.2.3 Southern H II Region Discovery Survey
To address survey deficiencies in the Southern hemisphere, we were granted
nearly 900 hours of telescope time over three semesters at the Australia Telescope
Compact Array (ATCA) in Narrabri, Australia. The team of Australian and Amer-
ican astronomers leading the Southern HII Region Discovery Survey (SHRDS) will
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discover ∼500 new H II regions in the largest unexplored part of the Milky Way
disk where structural properties are especially uncertain. This would add to the
completeness of our large surveys across the entire plane of the Galaxy and provide
us with the most comprehensive catalog of HII regions in existence. To date, we
have observed for nearly 700 hours with the ATCA, discovering 300 new Galactic
H II regions. Our remaining 200 hours will target fainter candidates and confirm an
additional ∼ 200 H II regions (Brown et al., 2017, Wenger et al., 2018, in prep).
1.3 WISE Catalog of Galactic H II Regions
Even with the high detection rates of the original HRDS surveys, there re-
mained many more undiscovered H II regions throughout the Galaxy. The all-sky
Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) satellite eliminated the longitude and
latitude restrictions of Spitzer. Anderson et al. (2014) identified thousands of ad-
ditional H II region candidates through WISE data, extending the H II region can-
didate sample to cover all Galactic longitudes with a latitude extent of ±8 ◦. This
sensitivity is sufficient to detect the mid-infrared emission from all H II regions across
the entire Galactic disk, as demonstrated in Figure 1.3.
To produce this catalog of H II regions used for the HRDS and SHRDS, An-
derson et al. (2014) identified H II region candidates by their mid-infrared emission,
primarily from the 12 and 22 µm bands of WISE. All H II regions show the same
characteristic infrared morphology of a 22 µm core surrounded by more diffuse 12
µm emission. Searching within 8◦ of the Galactic midplane, we identified more than
11
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Figure 1. Correlation between 24 µm and 21 cm fluxes for Galactic H ii regions.
The data points are from a sample of 301 H ii regions from 15◦ ! ℓ ! 55◦,
|b| ! 1◦ (Anderson 2010). The radio and MIR fluxes are highly correlated. The
larger scatter at lower fluxes is likely due to photometric errors and uncertainties
in the background estimation.
respectively (see Anderson et al. 2012b). For H ii regions, the
8.0 µm and 12 µm emission are both largely due to polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) molecules, which fluoresce in
ultra-violet radiation fields. The IRAC 8.0 µm band contains
strong PAH emission at 7.7 µm and 8.6 µm, whereas the WISE
12 µm band contains PAH emission at 11.2 µm and 12.7 µm
(see Tielens 2008, for a review). The MIPS 24 µm band actually
has a very similar bandpass compared with the WISE 22 µm
band. For H ii regions this band traces stochastically heated
small dust grains (Watson et al. 2008, 2009; Deharveng et al.
2010; Anderson et al. 2012c). The WISE 22 µm band resolution
and sensitivity (12′′ and 6 mJy) are comparable to those of
MIPSGAL (6′′ and 1.3 mJy).
2. CREATING THE WISE CATALOG
OF GALACTIC H ii REGIONS
WISE can in principle detect the MIR emission from all
Galactic H ii regions. Anderson (2010) measured the integrated
MIPSGAL flux and 21 cm Very Large Array (VLA) Galactic
Plane Survey (VGPS; Stil et al. 2006) continuum emission from
a large sample of 301 first quadrant Galactic H ii regions. Using
these data, Figure 1 shows that the emission at 21 cm wavelength
is ∼30 times less than that at 24 µm. Anderson et al. (2012b)
found that the WISE 22 µm flux of H ii regions is the same as
the MIPSGAL 24 µm flux. The sensitivity of WISE, 6 mJy at
22 µm, is therefore able to detect H ii regions with integrated
21 cm fluxes of ∼0.2 mJy. We show in Figure 2 the expected
flux for H ii regions ionized by single stars of various spectral
types. For the calculation of the ionizing flux we used Sternberg
et al. (2003) and for the conversion from ionizing flux to 21 cm
luminosity we used the relation given in Rubin (1968). The
expected 21 cm flux for an H ii region at the sensitivity limit of
WISE, using the 30:1 ratio found for the ratio of the MIPSGAL
to VGPS fluxes, is well below that required to detect the MIR
emission from all Galactic H ii regions.
This holds true even when extinction is factored into the
calculations. Flaherty et al. (2007) find that for Spitzer the
extinction at 24 µm is about half that at 2.16 µm (KS band).
Because the 22 µm WISE filter is similar to the 24 µm Spitzer
filter, the 22 µm WISE band will share essentially the same
value. The extinction in the 2.16 µm KS band is nominally
about a tenth that of visual (Rieke & Lebofsky 1985). Therefore,






























Figure 2. Model 21 cm flux densities for H ii regions ionized by single stars of
spectral types O3–B0 as a function of distance from the Sun. For the calculation
of the ionizing flux we used Sternberg et al. (2003) and for the conversion from
ionizing flux to 21 cm luminosity we used the relation given in Rubin (1968).
The width of the curves reflects a range of nebular electron temperatures from
5000 K to 10,000 K. The vertical dotted line marks the most distant H ii region
currently known, ∼20 kpc. The horizontal dotted line is the expected radio flux
for an H ii region at the sensitivity limit of the 22 µm WISE data, ∼0.2 mJy.
WISE has the sensitivity to detect all Galactic H ii regions.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
A24/AV ≃ 0.05 and even 50 mag of visual extinction would
only result in 2.5 mag of 22 µm extinction. Two and a half
magnitudes of extinction corresponds to an intensity decrease
of a factor of 10. Even after applying this factor, the WISE
sensitivity in Figure 2 is well below the flux from an H ii region
ionized by a single B0 star anywhere in the Galaxy. Furthermore,
due to the warp of the Galactic disk, the most distant H ii regions
are generally found above and below the Galactic mid-plane,
where the line-of-sight extinction is lower. In sum, the MIR
line-of-sight extinction is sufficiently low so that we can detect
extremely distant H ii regions with WISE.
We use visual and automatic searches of WISE data to identify
H ii regions from their MIR emission morphology. We visually
search WISE 12 µm and 22 µm images spanning the entire
Galactic plane within 8◦ of the nominal mid-plane, |b| ! 8◦.
We create WISE 12 µm and 22 µm mosaics using the Montage
software.6 The WISE public image tiles are 1.◦564 × 1.◦564.
We combine these tiles into mosaics 4◦ in longitude, and 16◦
in latitude, centered on the Galactic plane. Adjacent mosaics
overlap in longitude by 0.◦5. Our WISE mosaics collectively
cover |b| ! 8◦ over the entire range of Galactic longitudes. For
both photometric bands, we use a pixel size of 2′′. The WISE
tiles are individually background corrected so the image tile
6 http://montage.ipac.caltech.edu/
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Figure 1.3 Model 21 cm flux densities for H II regions ionized by single stars of
spectral ypes O3−B0 as a function of distance from the Sun, reproduced from
Anderso et al. (2015). The vertical dotted line marks the approximate edge of the
Galactic disk, as seen from the Sun, ∼20 kpc. The horizontal dotted line is the
expected radio flux for an H II region at the sensitivity limit of the 22 µm WISE
data, ∼0.2 mJy. WISE has the sensitivity to detect all Galactic H II regions.
8000 resolved H II region candidates w th this morphology in the WISE Catalog of
Galactic H II Regions. Of these 8000 targets, ∼2000 are known H II regions, ∼2000
show coincident radio continuum emission, and ∼4000 lack detected radio contin-
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uum data (denoted “radio quiet”). The WISE catalog extended the original work
of the HRDS candidate selection and has been the basis for all of our subsequent
H II region surveys.∗ Anderson et al. (2015) was the first paper in the HRDS series
to use WISE data, and the catalog has been used for all subsequent HRDS work.
Only 25% of the catalog consists of known H II regions. We do not know how
many of the candidates are real H II regions, though we have recently observed a
sizable number of these “radio quiet” H II region candidates to determine how many
may be bona fide H II regions.
1.3.1 Radio Quiet H II Regions
Based on their infrared morphologies, the majority of the 4000 radio quiet
candidates in the WISE catalog are likely H II regions, but represent either very
distant or less luminous populations. In the second and third quadrants, with far
fewer H II regions in total than in the first and fourth quadrants, we were able to
observe all radio quiet candidates in under 20 hours. Over 50% of these H II region
candidates had detected radio continuum emission, suggesting they are a population
of overlooked Galactic H II regions. These observations comprise the bulk of Chapter
3.
1.4 Galactic Structure
The structure of the Milky Way is still an area of active study, though most
Galactic models assume a symmetric barred spiral. The discovery of the symmetric
∗Entire catalog can be found online at http://astro.phys.wvu.edu/wise/.
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near and far components of the 3-kpc arms adds support to this symmetry argument
(Dame & Thaddeus, 2008), but other Galactic spiral arms do not have detected
symmetric far-side counterparts. This is largely a function of their extreme distance
from us; signals from the molecular gas and stars tracing these far-side features
would traverse over 10 kpc of in-plane gas and dust, leading to attenuation and
source confusion. The Galaxy, however, warps above the plane in the first quadrant.
This means especially distant structures on the outer edges of the Milky Way should
rise out of the plane to positive latitudes, making them distinct from the bulk of
the Galactic disk. Dame & Thaddeus (2011) were the first to discover a large-scale
structure within this distant warp, possibly a symmetric counterpart to the third
quadrant Perseus Arm. They called this structure the “Outer Scutum-Centaurus
Arm,” or OSC.
1.4.1 Outer Scutum-Centaurus Arm
The OSC appears to be a continuation of the Scutum-Centaurus spiral arm
which begins on the near end of the Galactic bar at Galactic longitude ` ∼ 30◦ and
crosses between the Galactic center and the Sun into the fourth quadrant. Dame
& Thaddeus (2011) first identified the arm in the first quadrant using the LAB 21
cm survey (Kalberla et al., 2005). Guided by these H I data, further measurements
using the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics 1.2 meter telescope revealed
molecular gas within the arm (Dame & Thaddeus, 2011). Emission from CO was
detected at 10 of 220 targeted positions, with velocities consistent with this gas
14
being located in the extreme outer Galaxy, i.e. RGal & 13 kpc based on a Brand
Galactic rotation curve (R0=8.5 kpc, Θ0=220 km s
−1; Brand & Blitz, 1993). In
the first quadrant, the OSC arm warps significantly above the midplane, rising to
a Galactic latitude of nearly 4◦ at a Galactic longitude of 70◦. Sun et al. (2015)
extended the search for CO emission in the OSC into the second quadrant, showing
evidence for the distant spiral arm continuing to nearly 150◦ Galactic longitude.
While Izumi et al. (2014) and Kobayashi et al. (2008) found evidence for stellar
mass stars embedded within Digel Clouds 1 and 2 in the extreme outer Galaxy of the
second quadrant, no high-mass star formation has been observed at Galactocentric
radii greater than that of the OSC.
This arm may represent the outermost limit of high-mass star formation within
the Milky Way. Anderson et al. (2015) identified 6 Galactic H II regions with ra-
dio recombination line (RRL) velocities within 15 km s−1 of the longitude-velocity
(`, v) locus of the OSC, defined by Dame & Thaddeus (2011) as VLSR = −1.6 km s−1
deg−1× `. An additional 4 H II regions from the WISE Catalog of Galactic H II Re-
gions have RRL velocities consistent with the OSC (Anderson et al., 2012), bringing
the OSC H II region count to 10 before the present analysis. These observations com-
prise the bulk of Chapter 2.
1.5 Telescopes and Data Sets Used
In this thesis, we use observations at optical, infrared, radio, and sub-mm
wavelengths. All targets are part of the WISE Catalog of Galactic H II Regions
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(Anderson et al., 2014).
The GBT in Green Bank, WV was the primary telescope used for source
confirmation and follow-up. We observed RRLs and thermal continuum at C-band
(∼4 GHz) and X-band (∼10 GHz). With the K-band Focal Plane Array (KFPA,
∼22 GHz), we observed water maser emission and ammonia inversion transitions
from the cores of H II regions. With the new Argus receiver, we made maps of 13CO
emission from molecular clouds surrounding H II regions in the far outer Galaxy.
We also used the Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) in Soccoro, NM extensively
throughout this work. We made several hundred maps of ∼10 GHz radio continuum
emission of H II regions throughout the first, second, and third Galactic quadrants.
Similarly, we used the ATCA in Narrabri, Australia to map the ∼6 GHz radio
continuum emission and RRLs of H II regions in the Southern hemisphere.
We also observed Hα emission from H II regions in the far outer Galaxy with
the Gemini North Telescope in Mauna Kea, Hawaii.
Finally, we produced 1.1 µm maps of the cold dust surrounding several H II
regions with the Large Millimeter Telescope (Alfonso Serrano) in Puebla, Mexico.
We explore these data in subsequent chapters.
1.6 Thesis Overview and Key Questions
Many of our key questions throughout this thesis involve the global properties
of Galactic high-mass star formation. For example: What defines the outermost
boundary of the Galaxy? How many H II regions are there within the Milky Way? Is
16
there a difference in the efficiency of star formation between the Solar neighborhood
and the outermost regions of the Galaxy?
Chapter 2 details the the most distant known Milky Way H II regions in the
Outer Scutum-Centaurus Spiral Arm. These observations provide evidence for an
outer limit to Galactic star formation, beyond which we do not observe high-mass
stars. They also allow us to begin to trace star forming efficiencies in the outermost
regions of the Galaxy.
In Chapter 3, we explore the completeness of current Galactic H II region
surveys. To date, our surveys are complete for all Galactic H II regions in the
first quadrant ionized by single O9.5 stars, or earlier. A historical lack of surveys
throughout the remainder of the Galaxy means that there is still a large number
of undetected Galactic H II regions. We estimate the total number of Galactic H II
regions using data from the Very Large Array and a population synthesis model.
We discuss current and future plans in Chapter 4 and summarize our results
in Chapter 5. Through these (and previous) surveys of Galactic H II regions, we
hope to trace the structure of the Milky Way, detect variations in star formation
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2.1 Abstract
The Outer Scutum-Centaurus (OSC) spiral arm is the most distant molecular
spiral arm in the Milky Way, but until recently little was known about this structure.
Discovered by Dame and Thaddeus (2011), the OSC lies ∼15 kpc from the Galactic
Center. Due to the Galactic warp, it rises to nearly 4◦ above the Galactic Plane in the
first Galactic quadrant, leaving it unsampled by most Galactic plane surveys. Here
we observe H II region candidates spatially coincident with the OSC using the Very
Large Array to image radio continuum emission from 65 targets and the Green Bank
Telescope to search for ammonia and water maser emission from 75 targets. This
sample, drawn from the WISE Catalog of Galactic H II Regions, represents every
H II region candidate near the longitude-latitude (`, v) locus of the OSC. Coupled
with their characteristic mid-infrared morphologies, detection of radio continuum
emission strongly suggests that a target is a bona fide H II region. Detections of
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Figure 2.1 The Outer Scutum-Centaurus Arm as traced by HI emission. The HI
LAB survey was integrated over a 14 km s−1 wide window following the center
velocity given by VLSR = −1.6 km s−1 deg−1 × ` in Dame & Thaddeus (2011).
This clearly shows the Galactic warp bending the arm towards positive latitudes.
Overplotted are our observed H II region targets (blue), selected from the WISE
Catalog of Galactic H II regions near the (`, b) locus of the OSC arm.
and determine if the velocity of the region is consistent with that of the OSC. Nearly
60% of the observed sources were detected in radio continuum, and over 20% have
ammonia or water maser detections. The velocities of these sources mainly place
them beyond the Solar orbit. These very distant high-mass stars have stellar spectral
types as early as O4. We associate high-mass star formation at 2 new locations with
the OSC, increasing the total number of detected H II regions in the OSC to 12.
2.2 Target Selection
Targets for these observations were taken from the Wide-field Infrared Sur-
vey Explorer (WISE) Catalog of Galactic H II Regions. In earlier searches for H II
regions, only sources with detected coincident radio continuum emission were ob-
served. Since H II regions emit thermal bremsstrahlung radiation in the radio regime,
WISE candidates with coincident radio continuum detections were deemed likely
H II regions.
A source lacking detected radio continuum emission can generally be attributed
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to a lack of survey sensitivity, although some targets might not be H II regions at
all. Since the majority of Galactic plane surveys do not have wide latitude coverage,
candidates that deviate from the mid-plane by over a degree are often not covered
by sensitive surveys in the radio regime. Sources with faint thermal bremsstrahlung
continuum emission could be either at a large distance from the Sun or have a low
intrinsic luminosity. That is, some infrared-identified candidate H II regions could
be associated with lower mass stars than those that create H II regions, i.e. later B-
stars. Throughout this work, any infrared-identified source with the characteristic
morphology of H II regions described above will be referred to as a “candidate,”
whether it has previously detected radio continuum emission or not.
To define our target search area, we integrated data from the LAB 21 cm
survey over a 14 km s−1 wide window following the (`, v) locus of the OSC. We
considered all WISE H II region candidates between 20◦ and 70◦ Galactic longitude.
Candidates spatially coincident with the integrated LAB emission were added to
our target list. These sources roughly followed the longitude-latitude (`, b) locus of
the OSC, defined by Dame & Thaddeus (2011) as b = 0.375◦+0.075×`. In addition,
we added H II regions from Anderson et al. (2015) with velocities within 15 km s−1
of the (`, v) locus of the OSC to our target list. In total, we identified 75 OSC H II
region candidates. Of these, 65 comprised our candidate list for the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory’s Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) in Socorro, NM.
An additional 10 sources were added to the candidate list for observations with the
Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT) in Green Bank, WV the following
year. Shown in Figure 2.1, these candidates are overlaid on H I emission, integrated
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Facility # Sources tint(min) ν ( GHz) Transition
VLA 65 4 8 − 10 Continuum
H87α − H93α
GBT 75 6 − 36 22.2351 H2O 6(1,6)→5(2,3)
23.6945 NH3 (J,K) = (1,1)
23.7226 NH3 (J,K) = (2,2)
23.8701 NH3 (J,K) = (3,3)
Table 2.1 OSC Observation Summary with the VLA and GBT
along the expected velocity of the OSC to highlight the structure of the arm.
One source in particular, G039.183−01.422, lies significantly below the plane.
We measured the velocity of this source as part of the WISE HRDS, and although
it lies ∼ 3◦ below the OSC locus, its velocity is consistent with that of the OSC at
the same longitude.
2.3 Observations
Radio recombination line emission unambiguously identifies a candidate as
an H II region, but this emission is intrinsically weak. Distant H II regions require
prohibitively long observations for RRL detections. Other options for detecting
distant H II regions include observing radio continuum emission or molecular line
emission. H II regions emit thermal bremsstrahlung continuum radiation in the radio
regime. This locates an H II region on the sky but does not allow us to determine a
source velocity. Detection of molecular gas emission will provide this missing source
velocity. Thus, we followed a two tier observing strategy and observed both radio
continuum and molecular line emission of OSC H II region targets as summarized in
Table 2.1. Our total sample included 75 H II region candidates. We observed 65 of
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these candidates using the VLA in the Summer of 2014 and all 75 with the GBT in
early 2015 and early 2016. We mapped radio continuum emission around H II region
candidates with the VLA and searched for molecular gas emission with the GBT.
Ammonia has a relatively high critical density (∼ 2× 103 cm−3 at 10 K), and
observations of ammonia inversion transitions can trace the dense molecular cores
of H II regions. We posit that the regions we detect in ammonia are sites of recent
star formation, however, Balser et al. (2011) and Balser et al. (2015), among others,
showed that H II regions further from the Galactic center have lower metallicities on
average. Consequently, as we observe farther and farther from the Galactic center,
there simply may not be enough metals to produce detectable quantities of molecular
gas, especially at the great distance of the OSC.
2.3.1 VLA Radio Continuum Snapshots
We observed OSC H II region candidates at X-band with the VLA in the 14A
semester (VLA14A-194 in July-August 2014). With a minimum baseline of 35 m, D-
configuration allowed us to be sensitive to large scale emission. The largest angular
scale resolvable by continuum snapshots with the VLA in D-configuration at X-band
was∼ 70′′. This was well-matched to our expected H II region sizes. Two overlapping
basebands, covering from 8.012 to 10.041 GHz, gave us a total bandwidth of over 2
GHz. We also had 8 high spectral resolution, 128 MHz bandwidth spectral windows
tuned to radio recombination lines H87α through H93α, but we did not expect to
have the sensitivity to detect these RRLs with our short integrations. Our velocity
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resolution was 1 km s−1 for each high resolution window, and we integrated for 4
minutes per source. The VLA data have a typical spatial resolution of 10′′.
Our typical noise was on order 0.1 mJy/beam. An H II region created by a
single B1.5 star at a Solar distance of 22 kpc, the farthest detected distance for a
Galactic H II region to date (Anderson et al., 2015), would result in a flux density of
∼0.3 mJy for unresolved sources. This would be a 3σ detection at our sensitivity.
We therefore could detect any H II region within the Milky Way.
2.3.2 GBT Molecular Line Observations
We observed the (J,K) = (1,1), (2,2), and (3,3) ammonia inversion transitions
(at 23.6945, 23.7226, and 23.8701 GHz, respectively) plus the water maser transition
H2O 6(1,6)→5(2,3) (at 22.2351 GHz) with the GBT. These observations spanned
two years and included projects GBT13B-403 in January 2015, GBT15B-232 in
January-March 2016, and GBT16B-414 in January 2017. Observations in 2015
made use of the now decommissioned Autocorrelation Spectrometer (ACS), while
2016 and 2017 observations used the Versatile GBT Astronomical Spectrometer
(VEGAS). We had a bandwidth of 23.44 MHz in GBT mode 22 which gave a native
spectral resolution of 1.4 kHz. For all observations, we nodded between two beams
using the 7 beam K-Band Focal Plane Array (KFPA), with an integration time of
at least 6 minutes per source. This beam nodding routine ensured that one beam
was always on source. We observed faint detections longer as needed to raise their
significance to the 3σ level.
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Table 2. VLA Radio Continuum Parameters
Name ↵J2000  J2000 Sint Speak  Speak Region Area
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mJy) (mJy beam 1) (mJy beam 1) (arcsec2)
G021.541+01.675 18:24:25.27  09:20:38.6 . . . . . . 0.09 . . .
G026.380+01.677 18:33:32.75  05:05:02.5 . . . . . . 0.53 . . .
G026.417+01.683 18:33:30.61  05:01:17.2 6.76 2.37 0.17 1110
G026.942+01.657 18:34:34.07  04:34:05.0 . . . . . . 0.07 . . .
G028.320+01.243 18:38:34.88  03:32:04.8 20.09 16.92 0.32 310
G029.138+02.218 18:36:36.47  02:21:38.3 . . . . . . 0.08 . . .
G033.007+01.150 18:47:28.74 00:35:33.0 28.93 2.45 0.22 3670
G034.172+01.054 18:49:56.80 01:35:03.0 . . . . . . 0.07 . . .
G037.419+01.513 18:54:13.87 04:41:00.5 7.80 0.39 0.08 5380
G038.627+00.812 18:58:56.89 05:26:18.8 7.10 0.49 0.07 2880
G039.183 01.422 19:07:56.99 04:54:29.9 53.54 8.27 0.05 1850
G039.536+00.872 19:00:24.43 06:16:26.4 7.61 1.55 0.06 950
G039.801+01.984 18:56:54.33 07:01:03.3 2.17 0.25 0.07 3880
G040.723+03.442 18:53:21.25 08:29:59.4 1.00 0.30 0.07 790
G040.954+02.473 18:57:16.22 08:15:59.2 . . . . . . 0.06 . . .
G041.515+01.333 19:02:24.16 08:14:40.0 2.38 0.22 0.06 2560
G041.522+00.826 19:04:13.99 08:01:08.1 2.14 0.34 0.06 1350
G042.154+01.045 19:04:37.06 08:40:51.2 5.45 0.50 0.03 3360
G042.209+01.081 19:04:35.75 08:44:48.1 6.77 6.21 0.03 340
G042.224+01.205 19:04:10.65 08:49:00.7 2.19 0.45 0.11 120
G042.310+00.831 19:05:40.93 08:43:18.2 0.61 0.25 0.02 760
G043.598+00.855 19:07:59.62 09:52:32.1 12.88 3.25 0.03 1480
G044.128+02.564 19:02:48.04 11:07:52.1 2.45 0.21 0.05 21830
G045.019+01.434 19:08:33.57 11:24:13.7 . . . . . . 0.04 . . .
G045.161+02.330 19:05:34.46 11:56:28.4 . . . . . . 0.04 . . .
G046.178+01.236 19:11:28.05 12:20:27.7 . . . . . . 0.12 . . .
G046.367+00.801 19:13:24.04 12:18:27.4 . . . . . . 0.35 . . .
G046.375+00.896 19:13:04.16 12:21:28.3 11.04 0.69 0.18 9300
G047.765+01.424 19:13:47.83 13:50:00.7 1.78 0.14 0.02 5900
G048.589+01.125 19:16:28.10 14:25:26.4 4.22 3.57 0.03 390
G050.394+01.241 19:19:32.07 16:04:27.5 5.29 1.77 0.03 910
G050.830+00.820 19:21:56.32 16:15:39.5 . . . . . . 0.05 . . .
G050.900+01.055 19:21:12.59 16:26:04.8 22.06 1.60 0.04 4470
G050.901+02.554 19:15:40.65 17:08:06.3 0.80 0.09 0.02 3300
G051.853+01.304 19:22:09.91 17:23:33.3 . . . . . . 0.04 . . .
G052.021+01.628 19:21:17.92 17:41:30.5 18.68 0.96 0.06 5180
G052.072+02.737 19:17:16.67 18:15:21.8 7.61 0.43 0.02 5950
G052.705+01.526 19:23:01.94 18:14:52.7 . . . . . . 0.09 . . .
G053.334+00.894 19:26:37.68 18:30:07.7 . . . . . . 0.04 . . .
G053.393+03.057 19:18:40.43 19:34:18.7 23.85 1.40 0.04 6640
G053.449+00.871 19:26:56.87 18:35:30.6 2.35 0.24 0.07 4910
G053.580+01.387 19:25:17.44 18:57:12.8 . . . . . . 0.08 . . .
G054.093+01.748 19:24:58.58 19:34:32.5 28.62 7.40 0.03 760
G054.490+01.579 19:26:24.49 19:50:41.8 37.93 15.31 0.09 980
G054.543+01.560 19:26:34.95 19:52:58.9 3.91 1.06 0.03 2510
G054.616+01.452 19:27:08.16 19:53:40.2 . . . . . . 0.07 . . .
Table 2 continued
Table 2.2 VLA Radio Continuum Parameters for OSC Sources
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Table 2 (continued)
Name ↵J2000  J2000 Sint Speak  Speak Region Area
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mJy) (mJy beam 1) (mJy beam 1) (arcsec2)
G055.114+02.422 19:24:29.93 20:47:33.2 601.17 48.66 0.65 2920
G055.560+01.271 19:29:43.90 20:38:16.0 . . . . . . 0.06 . . .
G057.107+01.457 19:32:13.58 22:04:58.9 2.80 2.72 0.07 470
G058.902+01.819 19:34:37.13 23:49:46.8 7.16 3.70 0.08 680
G058.988+01.469 19:36:08.19 23:44:01.9 . . . . . . 0.07 . . .
G059.828+02.171 19:35:14.25 24:48:34.9 . . . . . . 0.05 . . .
G060.592+01.572 19:39:11.27 25:10:58.2 97.63 20.01 0.34 1240
G061.085+02.502 19:36:39.45 26:04:02.5 . . . . . . 0.03 . . .
G061.153+02.169 19:38:05.83 25:57:56.0 . . . . . . 0.02 . . .
G061.179+02.446 19:37:04.64 26:07:24.5 . . . . . . 0.02 . . .
G061.587+02.073 19:39:24.89 26:17:44.5 4.40 0.15 0.05 16900
G061.954+01.982 19:40:34.61 26:34:16.0 1.11 0.91 0.06 280
G062.074+01.900 19:41:09.64 26:38:05.9 . . . . . . 0.03 . . .
G062.193+01.714 19:42:08.84 26:38:46.9 10.02 0.41 0.05 7360
G062.325+03.019 19:37:19.91 27:24:05.1 . . . . . . 0.02 . . .
G062.818+03.144 19:37:55.70 27:53:33.3 . . . . . . 0.05 . . .
G064.862+03.119 19:42:35.69 29:39:28.6 . . . . . . 0.05 . . .
G066.607+02.060 19:50:52.81 30:38:08.0 . . . . . . 0.03 . . .
G067.138+01.965 19:52:31.21 31:02:33.1 . . . . . . 0.05 . . .
Note—Parameters in this table are a result of the CASA routine imstat with user-defined masks. Entries filled with “. . .” have
no detections. Areas were determined from hand drawn CASA masks of each detected region.
4.2. GBT Spectra
We analyzed the spectral line data using the NRAO
software package GBTIDL. We used the getnod routine.
This was designed to handle data obtained by a multi-
beam receiver which nods beams between on and o↵-
source positions. For each source, we combined the av-
eraged spectra of both polarizations (LL and RR). In
an e↵ort to improve signal-to-noise ratios, we smoothed
water maser observations with a Gaussian kernel to a
spectral resolution of 0.3 km s 1. We smoothed ammo-
nia transitions to a coarser spectral resolution of 0.75
km s 1 because the ammonia transitions tended to be
fainter and broader than the observed water maser tran-
sitions. This smoothing method maintained 3-5 data
points across any given spectral line, with typical widths
of 1-1.5 km s 1. We used a 3  detection threshold for
the lowest energy detection for each source, typically
NH3 (J, K) = (1, 1). If a source had a bright (>3  detec-
tion) line for one ammonia transition and slightly weaker
hyperfine lines or higher transitions at the correct ve-
locity, those weaker transitions were also recorded. One
exception is G053.580+01.387 which had a coincident
CO detection at the same velocity by Lundquist et al.
(2015). This source falls just short of the 3  criterion
but was included as a detection based on prior knowl-
edge.
We estimate opacity at K-band for each observing
epoch from weather forecasting data, taken as the av-
erage zenith opacity, ⌧0, of the nearby sites of Elkins,
Lewisburg, and Hot Springs, WV. This is the same
weather prediction used in the GBT’s Dynamic Schedul-
ing System (DSS), and has been shown to match observ-
ing conditions quite well at K-band (Maddalena 2010).
Zenith opacity did not vary significantly throughout one
observing epoch or across the total bandwidth of obser-
vations (<10%), as observing conditions were generally
good. We averaged the opacity centered on the NH3
(J,K) = (1,1) transition (i.e. 23.6945 GHz) throughout
one night. This averaged opacity, ⌧0, was used to deter-
mine the antenna temperature corrected for atmospheric
attenuation:
T 0A = TA e
A ⌧0 (1)
Here, the antenna temperature, TA, was measured by
the telescope. T 0A is the antenna temperature corrected
for atmospheric opacity using the average opacity and
source airmass, A. This was calculated for each obser-
vation according to the following formula in which z is
the zenith angle of the source (Rozenberg & Tereshkova
Figure 2.2 H II region snapshot showing both infrared and radio morphologies. In-
frared WISE bands w2 (4.6 µm), w3 (12 µm), and w4 (22 µm) are represented by
blue, green, and red respectively. VLA continuum contours from 4 minute integra-
tions at X-band in D configuration are overplotted, with contours at 30%, 50%, 70%,
and 90% peak continuum flux (2.37 mJy beam−1 here). The image is 6′ on a side,
and a scale bar represents the region’s angular size in arcseconds as cataloged in the
WISE Catalog of Galactic HII Regions (Anderson et al., 2014). This source was
detected in radio continuum, water maser, and ammonia emission, so both a “C”
and “L” are included on the lower left, indicating “continuum” and “line.” Radio
data for this source were smoothed by a 15′′ tophat filter for display, and is marked
by a “15” to indicate the smoothing. Images of every source observed by the VLA
are shown in Figure A.1 in the Appendix.
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2.4 Data Reduction & Analysis
2.4.1 VLA Radio Continuum Images
We used the CASA (Common Astronomy Software Applications) package to
reduce and analyze our VLA data (McMullin et al., 2007). Version 1.2.2 of the
CASA scripted pipeline automatically calibrated data for this project. The bulk of
data analysis was done within CASA as well.
We formed images using the clean routine in CASA where we defined masks in-
teractively to contain all noticeable emission, repeating the process until we reached
a typical image RMS of <0.1 mJy/beam. To extract radio continuum parameters for
each source, we used the CASA routine imstat, reporting peak and integrated fluxes
within masks. These VLA continuum parameters are given in Table 2.2, showing
integrated and peak fluxes, RMS noise (given as σSPeak), and the area of each mask.
Where peak radio continuum emission was detected at the 3σ level or greater, σSPeak
is the RMS noise outside of the masked region. Where no radio continuum emission
was detected, σSPeak is the RMS noise over the entire image, and we include “. . .”
in place of other parameters. We detected radio continuum emission from 37 of the
65 sources observed with the VLA. Coupled with their common IR morphologies
(described in Section 2.2) detection of radio continuum strongly suggests a bona fide
H II region.
We show a sample radio continuum snapshot in Figure 2.2. Data from the
VLA are shown as contours overlaid on WISE 4.6, 12, and 22-µm images. All
sources observed with the VLA, whether with detected radio continuum emission
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or not, are shown in Figure A.1.
2.4.2 GBT Spectra
We analyzed the spectral line data using the NRAO software package GBTIDL.
We used the getnod routine. This was designed to handle data obtained by a multi-
beam receiver which nods beams between on and off-source positions. For each
source, we combined the averaged spectra of both polarizations (LL and RR). In
an effort to improve signal-to-noise ratios, we smoothed water maser observations
with a Gaussian kernel to a spectral resolution of 0.3 km s−1. We smoothed ammo-
nia transitions to a coarser spectral resolution of 0.75 km s−1 because the ammonia
transitions tended to be fainter and broader than the observed water maser transi-
tions. This smoothing method maintained 3−5 data points across any given spectral
line, with typical widths of 1-1.5 km s−1. We used a 3σ detection threshold for the
lowest energy detection for each source, typically NH3 (J,K) = (1, 1). If a source
had a bright (>3σ detection) line for one ammonia transition and slightly weaker
hyperfine lines or higher transitions at the correct velocity, those weaker transitions
were also recorded. One exception is G053.580+01.387 which had a coincident CO
detection at the same velocity by Lundquist et al. (2015). This source falls just
short of the 3σ criterion but was included as a detection based on prior knowledge.
We estimate opacity at K-band for each observing epoch from weather fore-
casting data, taken as the average zenith opacity, τ0, of the nearby sites of Elkins,
Lewisburg, and Hot Springs, WV. This is the same weather prediction used in the
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GBT’s Dynamic Scheduling System (DSS), and has been shown to match observing
conditions quite well at K-band (Maddalena, 2010). Zenith opacity did not vary
significantly throughout one observing epoch or across the total bandwidth of ob-
servations (<10%), as observing conditions were generally good. We averaged the
opacity centered on the NH3 (J,K) = (1,1) transition (i.e. 23.6945 GHz) throughout
one night. This averaged opacity, τ0, was used to determine the antenna temperature
corrected for atmospheric attenuation:
T ′A = TA e
Aτ0 (2.1)
Here, the antenna temperature, TA, was measured by the telescope. T
′
A is the an-
tenna temperature corrected for atmospheric opacity using the average opacity and
source airmass, A. This was calculated for each observation according to the follow-
ing formula in which z is the zenith angle of the source (Rozenberg & Tereshkova,
1966).
A−1 = cos z + 0.025 e−11 cos z (2.2)
The second term in this equation is an empirical approximation to account for the
Earth’s curvature. We corrected each observation for atmospheric opacity based
on the source zenith angle at the start of each two-minute scan. As an additional
correction, persistent RFI confined to a single channel at 23.876 GHz in the NH3
(J,K) = (3,3) band was manually excised.
In a concurrent project at K-band with identical setup (GBT15B-356), we
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nodded on the bright calibrator source 3C147 as a calibration check. Comparing
the 3C147 source intensity at the center of each bandpass with the expected values
from Peng et al. (2000), we found the LL and RR polarizations to agree within ∼6%
and ∼2%, respectively, across the bandpass. As a secondary calibration check, we
observed a well characterized ammonia and water maser source, G038.3453−00.9519
from Urquhart et al. (2011) and Lumsden et al. (2013). The NH3 (J,K) = (1,1)
inversion transition for this source was previously measured with the GBT to have
a peak main beam temperature of 4.1 K. Our observations of the source varied from
this value by ∼10% over year-long timescales. Thus, all of our calibration tests were
consistent to within 10%.
We report spectral line detections in Table 2.4.2 with example spectra shown
in Figure 2.3. The table contains line intensities TL, FWHM line widths ∆V, peak
velocities VLSR, and rms baseline noise. We also include notes on previous detec-
tions. All sources with ammonia or water maser detections are shown in Figure A.2
in the Appendix. For ammonia detections, we report the results of Gaussian fits
to each component. Our smoothing maintained ∼5 points across each spectral line.
This allowed us to constrain Gaussian fit uncertainties for line width σ∆V and peak
position σVLSR to below our 0.75 km s
−1 spectral resolution. In addition to the
central peak velocity, intensity, and width, we also give parameters for hyperfine
lines. These hyperfine lines are labeled F=1→0, etc. as indicated in Figure 2.3.
For water maser emission, peak and center velocities are rounded to the nearest
0.5 km s−1. The peak velocity and intensity of maser emission often varies with time,
but over the course of our observations, we did not see them drift by more than 0.5
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km s−1.
We detected molecular line emission from ∼20% of our targets. In total,
sixteen sources were detected in ammonia or water maser emission. This includes
ten water masers, ten NH3 (J,K) = (1,1) lines, five (2,2) lines, and four (3,3) lines.
Previous detections for each source are indicated in the Note column of Table 2.4.2.
2.5 Results
2.5.1 Detections
Of our 65 VLA candidate snapshots, 37 had detected radio continuum emission
at X-band, giving us a detection rate of nearly 60%. The majority of these targets
had no previously detected radio continuum emission. Five of our radio continuum
detections had previous radio recombination line measurements, and we are therefore
certain of their status as H II regions. These include OSC regions G033.007+01.150,
G039.183−01.422, G054.093+01.748, and G055.114+02.422 (S83), as well as the
Outer arm region G060.592+01.572 (Anderson et al., 2015). All targets with previ-
ous RRL emission were detected by the VLA in radio continuum emission. These
were reobserved because we knew of their status as extremely distant H II regions
but had no high quality radio continuum measurments. There are 6 additional OSC
H II regions that were not observed by the VLA because their classification as OSC
H II regions was unknown at the time of the VLA observations.
Our ammonia and water maser emission detection rates were markedly lower
than radio continuum emission detections, with 16 out of 75 sources yielding molec-
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ular line detections, or a detection rate of ∼20%. Four of these reported detections
have no other molecular line detections in the literature. While we would also ex-
pect less CO at large Galactocentric radii than in the inner Galaxy, preliminary
results from a CO survey with the 12 m Arizona Radio Observatory of the same
targets shows a higher detection rate and will add significantly to the understanding
of molecular gas around distant H II region candidates in the first quadrant (Wenger
et al. 2017, in preparation).
2.5.2 Unusual Sources
The source G039.183−01.422 has a velocity placing it at the distance of the
OSC arm, but it is 1.◦4 below the Galactic plane. Anderson et al. (2015) detected
RRL emission from the region. It lies in a small finger of H I emission apparently
extending down from the arm, below the Galactic plane. This can be seen in the
filled contours of Figure 2.1 between Galactic longitudes of 38◦ and 40◦. While we
have reobservered and detected a previously known water maser at this location,
offset by 2 km s−1 from its original detection in (Sunada et al., 2007), we do not
detect the source in ammonia. Anderson et al. (2015) surmised that G039.183-01.422
is not likely to be a “runaway star” or planetary nebula, but further observations
are needed to fully characterize the source.
As noted earlier, the source G055.114+02.422 was first reported by Sharpless
(1959) as S83 and has a large negative velocity placing it within the OSC (Anderson
et al., 2015). It was by far our brightest radio continuum detection. In our first epoch
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of GBT observations, water maser emission was seen near the expected velocity of
S83 with an antenna temperature less than 100 mK (a ∼1.5σ detection). Upon
reobservation of faint possible detections in January 2017, S83 exhibited strong
water maser emission, a 380 mK detection. At −62.5 km s−1, the peak velocity
for this maser differed from the ionized gas velocity of −76.1 km s−1 by nearly 15
km s−1. The drastic variability indicates that searches for only water maser emission
are likely to miss OSC candidates.
The source G064.151+01.282 shows ammonia emission and water maser emis-
sion offset from each other by ∼10 km s−1. This could be due to outflows from the
H II region’s central core. Velocity offsets like this are not uncommon, as evidenced
above for G055.114+02.422, but they indicate that H II regions detected spectro-
scopically by water maser emission must have their kinematic distances refined with
follow-up measurements of other gas species.
2.5.3 Spectral Types
We derive spectral types by using the VLA radio continuum images to calculate
the number of ionizing photons (NLy) required to maintain the H II region. Here, we
assume that each nebula is ionized by a single star. The initial mass function (IMF)
is steep for high-mass stars. Because the number of Lyman-continuum photons
emitted from a star increases sharply with mass, the highest mass star will contribute
significantly more Lyman-continuum photons than the other members of its cluster.
We then use stellar models to match spectral type with our derived NLy.
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We calculate two separate source luminosities using kinematic distances from
two different rotation curves, Brand & Blitz (1993) and Reid et al. (2014). For
these rotation curve models, we use the velocity of the NH3 (J,K) = (1,1) inversion
transition to determine distances. If no ammonia transition is available, we use peak
water maser velocity or velocities previously cataloged in Anderson et al. (2015). For
each rotation curve, we determine source luminosity with the following formula.












Rubin (1968) first explored the relationship between H II region luminosity
and the spectral type of its most luminous central star. Using a derived form of
Rubin’s original equation from Condon & Ransom (2016), Equation 2.4, we calcu-
late the number of Lyman-continuum photons (in photons s−1) ionizing each H II
region. Only sources with both kinematic and radio continuum measurements can
be evaluated in this way as we need distance to determine luminosity.














Here we assume an electron temperature of 104 K and use the central frequency
of our VLA observations, ∼9 GHz.
We assign spectral types using a combination of the stellar models from Mar-
tins et al. (2005) and Smith et al. (2002). Both models convert from Lyman-
continuum photon count to spectral type using non-LTE line-blanketing, assuming
an expanding atmosphere. The Martins et al. models are reported for stellar type
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O9.5 through O3, whereas Smith et al. give results for stars down to stellar type
B1.5. In the range where these models overlap, they are consistent with each other
for solar metallicity and luminosity class V to within 50% on average, differing at
most by ∼150% for O7 type stars. As Smith et al. modeled lower-mass stars (down
to B1.5), we used Smith for B1.5-B0 and Martins for O9.5-O3, shown in Table 2.5.3.
This provided the finest gridding of spectral types from B1.5 to O3 type stars.
We compile results from Equation 2.4 and parameters derived using both rota-
tion curves in Table 2.5.4. This table gives derived H II region parameters including
Galactocentric radius RGal, Solar distance d, number of Lyman photon emitted
Log10(NLy), and spectral type. Comparing results between the Brand and Reid
rotation curves, we see that derived spectral types never differ by more than a 0.5
spectral type (i.e. O6 versus O6.5). For sources within the Solar circle, there is
a well-known ambiguity in their distance measurement, known as the “kinematic
distance ambiguity,” or KDA, in which one velocity corresponds to two potential
distances. Here, we analyze both near and far distances, not resolving the KDA.
Spectral types for near versus far distances never differ by more than one spectral
type. Sources within the Solar circle have values for both distances given in the
same column of Table 2.5.3 with near parameters reported first. We also include
H II regions without detected radio continuum but with kinematic information; for
these sources, we assign no Lyman photon flux.
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2.6 Discussion
We added two new sources to our OSC catalog based on their water maser ve-
locities, G028.320+01.243 and G040.954+02.473; neither had ammonia detections.
The source G028.320+01.243 had a previous radio recombination line measurement
placing it on the edge of the OSC (VLSR = −39.2 km s−1, Anderson et al., 2015).
This H II region also showed coincident radio continuum emission and had a water
maser detection first reported in Brand et al. (1994). The source G040.954+02.473
had water maser emission first detected in Sunada et al. (2007) and had no detected
radio continuum emission. Both G028.320+01.243 and G040.954+02.473 showed the
same characteristic infrared morphology of a 22-µm core of emission surrounded by
a more diffuse 12-µm envelope. While this morphology has been demonstrated to
correlate well with H II regions, more follow-up observations will be conducted to
strengthen the evidence that these are H II regions within the OSC. All known OSC
H II regions to date are included in Table 2.6, including regions not observed as part
of this work.
While our detection rate for molecular line emission was rather low (20%), this
could be due to both decreasing metallicity and decreasing star formation efficiency
at high Galactocentric radii. Metallicity decreases with distance from the Galactic
Center, which might mean we are simply running out of observable tracer molecules
in these most distant H II regions. Additionally, studies of external galaxies have
found a rapid decline in star formation efficiency with increasing Galactocentric
radius (Bigiel et al., 2010). Thus, our low detection rate for molecular gas emission
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is perhaps not surprising given the fact we are probing H II regions in the far outer
Galaxy. In the Green Bank Telescope RMS survey by Urquhart et al. (2011), ∼80%
of observed H II regions had detected ammonia emission while ∼50% had detected
water maser emission. Over 80% of the RMS detections were within 1′ of a source
from the WISE Catalog of Galactic H II Regions (Anderson et al., 2015). The
RMS detection rates were markedly higher than ours, likely because the compact
RMS targets were younger and closer to the Sun on average. Simulations of star
formation in the Galaxy which include the decreasing metallicity gradient could help
us interpret our lack of molecular gas detections, but they are beyond the scope of
this work.
In contrast, we detected nearly 60% of our targeted “radio quiet” candidates
though their radio continuum emission, indicating that there is a significant popu-
lation of faint, undetected H II regions still to discover within the Milky Way.
We show our targets overlaid on the H I content of the OSC in Figure 2.4.
Sources with derived stellar types are shown with star markers, increasing in size
with earlier stellar types. H II regions with velocities placing them in the far outer
Galaxy (i.e. large negative velocities) are mainly O-stars, though we do see two
B-stars outside of the Solar Circle (G039.536+00.872 and G048.589+01.125). The
most luminous source observed (G055.114+02.422) is found to have a type O4 star.
This is a well known H II region from the Sharpless catalog, S83 (Sharpless, 1959).
A face-on view of the first Galactic quadrant is shown in Figure 2.5. Using
a Brand & Blitz (1993) rotation curve to convert between velocities and distances,
previous detections reported in the WISE Catalog of Galactic H II Regions are
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plotted together with detections from this work in Figure 2.5. Since the KDA
was not resolved for our new detections, we have included both the near and far
distances, with sources connected radially by dotted lines.
This was the first systematic survey targeting radio quiet candidates from
the WISE Catalog of Galactic H II Regions. Since over 60% of these candidates
were detected in radio continuum, we might expect similar detection rates for the
other radio quiet candidates in the catalog, nearly 4000 in total. Radio continuum
observations with the VLA of every radio quiet candidate from the WISE Catalog
in the second and third Galactic quadrants will probe this further. In addition, we
searched for CO emission from these targets with the Arizona Radio Observatory,
adding many molecular gas detections to our census for H II regions in the far outer
Galaxy Wenger et al. (2018).
2.7 Summary
We observed H II region candidates coincident with the Outer Scutum-Centaurus
spiral arm. At ∼15 kpc from the Galactic Center, the OSC is affected by the Galac-
tic warp and bends out of the Galactic plane to positive Galactic latitudes, leaving
our targets unobstructed from the bulk of in-plane gas and dust. If the Galaxy is
symmetric, the OSC is the first quadrant counterpart to the third quadrant Perseus
Arm. We searched for thermal radio continuum emission with the Very Large Array
and both water maser and ammonia emission with the Green Bank Telescope. By
combining integrated luminosity information from radio continuum observations,
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kinematic information from spectroscopy, and stellar spectral models, we were able
to calculate the underlying spectral types of stars within these distant H II regions.
The motivation for this survey was to detect especially distant H II regions
in the first Galactic quadrant, coincident with the OSC. Our observations add two
H II regions to the census of high-mass star formation in the OSC, bringing the
total known population to 12 H II regions, detailed in Table 2.6. One of these H II
regions (G055.114+02.422) was observed as early as 1953 by Sharpless (1953), but
it was not recognized as extremely distant star formation at the time. This study
shows that the OSC is forming high-mass stars with types as early as O4. With
Galactocentric radii in excess of 15 kpc, the population of detected OSC H II regions
could represent an outer boundary for star formation in the Milky Way.
2.8 Appendix
Snapshot images of each source observed with the VLA are shown in the Ap-
pendix in Figure A.1, while spectra for GBT detections are shown in the Appendix
in Figure A.2.
The WISE Catalog of Galactic H II Regions website∗ now includes these re-
sults. It contains an interactive map of the Galactic plane, showing all detected and
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Figure 2.3 Sample H II region molecular spectra. Shown here are spectra
from G026.417+01.683 of water maser (H2O 6(1,6)→5(2,3)) and ammonia (NH3
(J,K)=(1,1), (2,2), (3,3)) transitions. Water maser detections (top panel) are indi-
cated by red dashed lines demarking the upper and lower ranges of emission with
a red arrow indicating the maser peak velocity. Ammonia detections (bottom three
panels) are overlaid with red gaussians, including central peaks and auxiliary lines
where detected. Each NH3 (J,K)=(1,1) hyperfine transition is labeled to assist in
interpretation of Table 2.4.2. Maser emission is smoothed to 0.3 km s−1 whereas
ammonia emission is smoothed to 0.75 km s−1.
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Table 2.4.2 Molecular Line Parameters for OSC Targets
High-Mass Star Formation in the OSC 7
Table 3. Molecula Line Paramet r
Name ↵J2000  J2000 Transition
a TL
b  TL  V   V
c VLSR  VLSR rms Note
d
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mK) (mK) (km s 1) (km s 1) (km s 1) (km s 1) (mK)
G026.417+01.683 18:33:30.61  05:01:17.2 NH3 (J, K) = (1, 1) 194 6 0.94 0.04 42.51 0.02 8 1a,1b,2a
F = 1 ! 0 70 8 0.62 0.08 23.18 0.03 . . .
F = 1 ! 2 66 6 1.10 0.12 34.92 0.05 . . .
F = 2 ! 1 63 6 0.96 0.11 50.15 0.05 . . .
F = 0 ! 1 76 7 0.85 0.09 61.97 0.04 . . .
NH3 (J, K) = (2, 2) 44 2 1.01 0.05 42.86 0.02 7
H2O 6(1, 6) ! 5(2, 3) 248 . . . 31,34 . . . 33 . . . 11
G028.320+01.243 18:38:34.88  03:32:04.8 H2O 6(1, 6) ! 5(2, 3) 3039 . . .  49,  38.5 . . .  46 . . . 36 1a,3b
G029.138+02.218 18:36:36.47  02:21:38.3 NH3 (J, K) = (1, 1) 377 9 1.62 0.05 34.72 0.02 24 1a
F = 1 ! 0 108 11 1.14 0.14 15.06 0.06 . . .
F = 1 ! 2 139 9 1.54 0.12 27.12 0.05 . . .
F = 2 ! 1 100 10 1.59 0.17 42.28 0.07 . . .
F = 0 ! 1 126 10 1.33 0.13 54.22 0.05 . . .
NH3 (J, K) = (2, 2) 129 4 1.44 0.07 34.48 0.02 22
H2O 6(1, 6) ! 5(2, 3) 14505 . . . 28, 46 . . . 36.5 . . . 24
G034.133+00.471 02:16:31.92 00:28:15.6 NH3 (J, K) = (1, 1) 59 3 3.78 0.23 35.64 0.10 10 1b,2a,3a
NH3 (J, K) = (2, 2) 39 3 3.44 0.26 35.97 0.11 10
NH3 (J, K) = (3, 3) 22 3 6.00 1.33 35.84 0.39 9
G037.419+01.513 18:54:13.87 04:41:00.5 NH3 (J, K) = (1, 1) 113 5 1.86 0.09 42.45 0.04 11 1a,1c,4
G039.183 01.422 19:07:56.99 04:54:29.9 H2O 6(1, 6) ! 5(2, 3) 668 . . .  53,  50 . . .  51 . . . 14 1a,3b
G039.536+00872 19:00:24.43 06:16:26.4 H2O 6(1, 6) ! 5(2, 3) 729 . . .  50,  36.5 . . .  38.5 . . . 18 . . .
G039.801+01.984 18:56:54.33 07:01:03.3 NH3 (J, K) = (1, 1) 33 1 1.33 0.03 29.33 0.01 7 . . .
G040.954+02.473 18:57:16.22 08:15:59.2 H2O 6(1, 6) ! 5(2, 3) 247 . . .  62,  43 . . .  52.5 . . . 40 1a
G048.589+01.125 19:16:28.10 14:25:26.4 NH3 (J, K) = (1, 1) 49 4 1.74 0.18  34.24 0.08 11 . . .
F = 1 ! 2 23 6 0.85 0.27  42.50 0.12 . . .
F = 2 ! 1 26 6 1.07 0.27  27.07 0.12 . . .
NH3 (J, K) = (2, 2) 15 3 2.66 0.57  33.97 0.24 8
NH3 (J, K) = (3, 3) 21 2 4.33 0.46  34.33 0.20 10
G050.900+01.055 19:21:12.59 16:26:04.8 H2O 6(1, 6) ! 5(2, 3) 290 . . .  61,  46 . . .  59 . . . 17 . . .
G053.580+01.387 19:25:17.44 18:57:12.8 NH3 (J, K) = (1, 1) 57 4 2.44 0.22 39.43 0.09 21 5a
G054.490+01.579 19:26:24.49 19:50:41.8 NH3 (J, K) = (1, 1) 52 3 1.42 0.08  39.90 0.03 9 3b,5b
NH3 (J, K) = (3, 3) 38 2 1.46 0.07  39.96 0.03 9
G055.114+02.422 19:24:29.93 20:47:33.2 H2O 6(1, 6) ! 5(2, 3) 380 . . .  63.5,  62 . . .  62.5 . . . 20 3b
G064.151+01.282 04:16:36.24 01:16:55.2 NH3 (J, K) = (1, 1) 55 3 2.13 0.13  55.92 0.05 8 2a
NH3 (J, K) = (2, 2) 24 2 3.90 0.41  56.81 0.17 8
NH3 (J, K) = (3, 3) 27 3 2.76 0.31  56.55 0.13 8
H2O 6(1, 6) ! 5(2, 3) 90 . . .  68,  67 . . .  67.5 . . . 12
G066.607+02.060 19:50:52.81 30:38:08.0 NH3 (J, K) = (1, 1) 154 3 1.11 0.03  69.16 0.01 21 4
H2O 6(1, 6) ! 5(2, 3) 135 . . .  70.5,  66 . . .  68 . . . 35
aTransitions reported are the three lowest energy ammonia inversion transitions [i.e. (1,1), (2,2), and (3,3)], their hyperfine lines, and water maser
emission, where detected. Ammonia’s hyperfine lines are labeled according to their transition, shown in Figure 3.
b For ammonia detections, values reported are the result of Gaussian fits to each component. For water maser detections, peak and center velocities
are read directly from the data and rounded to the nearest 0.5 km s 1.
c Water maser velocities are given as the range over which emission rises 3  above the noise.
d The note column indicates previous line detections at comparable velocities, including maser species (1a : Sunada et al. (2007),
1b : Urquhart et al. (2012)), ammonia (2 : Urquhart et al. (2012)), radio recombination line (3a : Anderson et al. (2011),
3b : Anderson et al. (2015)), CS (4 : Bronfman et al. (1996)), and CO (5a : Lundquist et al. (2015), 5b : Ao et al. (2004)).
5. RESULTS 5.1. Detections
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Table 2.5.3 Single-Star H II Region Parameters
High-Mass Star Formation in the OSC 9
maser emission are likely to miss OSC candidates.
The source G064.151+01.282 shows ammonia emis-
sion and water maser emission o↵set from each other by
⇠10 km s 1. This could be due to outflows from the H II
region’s central core. Velocity o↵sets like this are not un-
common, as evidenced above for G055.114+02.422, but
they indicate that H II regions detected spectroscopically
by water maser emission must have their kinematic dis-
tances refined with follow-up measurements of other gas
species.
5.3. Spectral Types
We derive spectral types by using the VLA radio con-
tinuum images to calculate the number of ionizing pho-
tons (NLy) required to maintain the H II region. Here,
we assume that each nebula is ionized by a single star.
The initial mass function (IMF) is steep for high-mass
stars. Because the number of Lyman-continuum pho-
tons emitted from a star increases sharply with mass,
the highest mass star will contribute significantly more
Lyman-continuum photons than the other members of
its cluster. We then use stellar models to match spectral
type with our derived NLy.
We calculate two separate source luminosities using
kinematic distances from two di↵erent rotation curves,
Brand & Blitz (1993) and Reid et al. (2014). For
these rotation curve models, we use the velocity of the
NH3 (J,K) = (1,1) inversion transition to determine dis-
tances. If no ammonia transition is available, we use
peak water maser velocity or velocities previously cata-
loged in Anderson et al. (2015). For each rotation curve,
we determine source luminosity with the following for-
mula.












Rubin (1968) first explored the relationship between
H II region luminosity and the spectral type of its most
luminous central star. Using a derived form of Rubin’s
original equation from Condon & Ransom (2016), Equa-
tion 4, we calculate the number of Lyman-continuum
photons (in photons s 1) ionizing each H II region. Only
sources with both kinematic and radio continuum mea-
surements can be evaluated in this way as we need dis-















Here we assume an electron temperature of 104K and
use the central frequency of our VLA observations, ⇠9
GHz.
We assign spectral types using a combination of the
stellar models from Martins et al. (2005) and Smith et al.
(2002). Both models convert from Lyman-continuum
photon count to spectral type using non-LTE line-
blanketing, assuming an expanding atmosphere. The
Martins et al. models are reported for stellar type O9.5
through O3, whereas Smith et al. give results for stars
down to stellar type B1.5. In the range where these
models overlap, they are consistent with each other for
solar metallicity and luminosity class V to within 50%
on average, di↵ering at most by ⇠150%. As Smith et al.
modeled lower-mass stars (down to B1.5), we used Smith
for B1.5-B0 and Martins for O9.5-O3, shown in Table 4.
This provided the finest gridding of spectral types from
B1.5 to O3 type stars.
Table 4. Single-Star H II Region Parameters
Spectral Log10(NLy) (s
 1) Spectral Log10(NLy) (s 1)
Type Smith Martins Type Smith Martins
B1.5 46.10   O7.5 48.70 48.44
B1 46.50   O7 49.00 48.63
B0.5 47.00   O6.5   48.80
B0 47.40   O6   48.96
O9.5   47.56 O5.5   49.11
O9 47.90 47.90 O5 49.20 49.26
O8.5   48.10 O4 49.40 49.47
O8 48.50 48.29 O3 49.50 49.63
We compile results from Equation 4 and parameters
derived using both rotation curves in Table 5. This ta-
ble gives derived H II region parameters including Galac-
tocentric radius RGal, Solar distance d , number of
Lyman photon emitted Log10(NLy), and spectral type.
Comparing results between the Brand and Reid rotation
curves, we see that derived spectral types never di↵er by
more than a 0.5 spectral type. For sources within the
Solar circle, there is a well-known ambiguity in their dis-
tance measurement, known as the “kinematic distance
ambiguity,” or KDA, in which one velocity corresponds
to two potential distances. Here, we analyze both near
and far distances, not resolving the KDA. Spectral types
for near versus far distances never di↵er by more than
one spectral type. Sources within the Solar circle have
values for both distances given in the same column of
Table 5 with near parameters reported first. We also in-
clude H II regions without detected radio continuum but
with kinematic information; for these sources, we assign
no Lyman photon flux.
Table 2.5.4 Derived Parameters for All OSC Targets
10 Armentrout et al.
Table 5. Derived Region Parameters
Brand Reid
Name VLSR RGal d  Log10(NLy)
a Spectralb RGal d  Log10(NLy)
a Spectralb Notec
(km s 1) (kpc) (kpc) (s 1) Type (kpc) (kpc) (s 1) Type
G026.417+01.683 42.55 5.93 3.05/12.18 45.77/46.98 B1.5/B0.5 6.57 2.23/12.99 45.50/47.03 B1.5/B0
G028.320+01.243  44.00 15.25 22.18 47.97 O8.5 16.43 23.41 48.02 O8.5 OSC
G029.138+02.218 34.71 6.44 2.48/12.36 . . . . . . 7.15 1.59/13.26 . . . . . .
G033.007+01.150  57.60 17.05 23.54 48.18 O8 18.31 24.84 48.23 O8 W,OSC
G034.133+00.471 35.65 6.63 2.44/11.63 . . . . . . 7.36 1.44/12.64 . . . . . .
G037.419+01.513 42.13 6.49 2.83/10.68 45.77/46.92 B1.5/B0.5 7.20 1.73/11.78 45.34/47.01 B1.5/B0
G039.183 01.422  51.00 13.88 19.39 48.28 O8 15.01 20.61 48.33 O7.5 W,OSC
G039.536+00.872  38.50 12.05 17.32 47.33 B0 13.10 18.49 47.39 B0
G039.801+01.984 29.31 7.09 1.99/11.07 44.91/46.40 B1.5/B1 7.86 0.85/12.21 44.18/46.48 B1.5/B1
G040.954+02.473  52.50 13.82 19.07 . . . . . . 14.95 20.29 . . . . . . OSC
G048.589+01.125  34.25 10.99 14.57 46.93 B0.5 11.99 15.78 47.00 B0.5
G050.900+01.055  59.00 13.40 17.03 47.78 O9 14.52 18.30 47.84 O9
G053.580+01.387 39.44 7.00 3.56/6.53 . . . . . . 7.77 1.37/8.72 . . . . . .
G054.093+01.748  85.30 16.99 20.52 48.06 O8.5 18.25 21.89 48.11 O8 W,OSC
G054.490+01.579  39.94 11.22 13.77 47.83 O9 12.23 15.03 47.91 O8.5
G055.114+02.422  76.10 15.26 18.43 49.28 O4 16.44 19.75 49.35 O4 W,OSC
G060.592+01.572  49.40 11.76 13.31 48.21 O8 12.80 14.62 48.29 O7.5 W
G064.151+01.282  55.93 12.18 13.19 . . . . . . 13.24 14.52 . . . . . .
G066.607+02.060  69.10 13.34 14.20 . . . . . . 14.45 15.54 . . . . . .
Note—Sources within the Solar circle have two values for the Distance (d ), NLy , and Spectral Type columns since we did not resolve the
kinematic distance ambiguity. Sources with data blanked by “. . .” in the NLy and Spectral Types column have measured ammonia or maser
velocities from our GBT pointings, but no detected radio continuum.
aLog10 of the number of Lyman continuum photons emitted per second is determined through Equation 4.
b Spectral type is assigned based on a combination of models from Martins et al. (2005) and Smith et al. (2002), described in Section 5.3.
c Sources whose velocity places them within the Outer Scutum-Centaurus Arm are indicated by ”OSC” in the note column. Two HII
regions, G028.320+01.243 and G040.954+02.473, were discovered to be part of the OSC as part of this work. Additionally, sources previously
identified as HII regions via RRLs in the WISE catalog are marked by a “W.”
6. DISCUSSION
We added two new sources to our OSC catalog
based on their water maser velocities, G028.320+01.243
and G040.954+02.473; neither had ammonia detections.
The source G028.320+01.243 had a previous radio re-
combination line measurement placing it on the edge of
the OSC (VLSR =  39.2 km s 1, Anderson et al. 2015).
This H II region also showed coincident radio continuum
emission and had a water maser detection first reported
in Brand et al. (1994). The source G040.954+02.473
had water maser emission first detected in Sunada et al.
(2007) and had no detected radio continuum emission.
Both G028.320+01.243 and G040.954+02.473 showed
the same characteristic infrared morphology of a 22- µm
core of emission surrounded by a more di↵use 12- µm en-
velope. While this morphology has been demonstrated
to correlate well with H II regions, more follow-up ob-
servations will be conducted to strengthen the evidence
that these are H II regions within the OSC. All known
OSC H II regions to date are included in Table 6, includ-
ing regions not observed as part of this work.
While our detection rate for molecular line emission
was rather low (20%), this could be due to both decreas-
ing metallicity and decreasing star formation e ciency
at high Galactocentric radii. Metallicity decreases with
distance from the Galactic Center, which might mean we
are simply running out of observable tracer molecules in
these most distant H II regions. Additionally, studies of
external galaxies have found a rapid decline in star for-
mation e ciency with increasing Galactocentric radius
(Bigiel et al. 2010). Thus, our low detection rate for
molecular gas emission is perhaps not surprising given
the fact we are probing H II regions in the far outer
Galaxy. In the Green Bank Telescope RMS survey by
Urquhart et al. (2011), ⇠80% of observed H II regions
had detected ammonia emission while ⇠50% had de-
tected water maser emission. Over 80% of the RMS de-
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Figure 2.4 The Outer Scutum-Centaurus Arm as traced by integrated HI emission.
All 12 detected OSC H II regions are shown here. Top: Velocity-integrated H I
emission tracing the OSC arm, summed over a 14 km s−1 wide window following
the center velocity given by VLSR = −1.6 km s−1 deg−1 × `. Overplotted is a
distribution of observed H II region targets identified in WISE 12- and 22-µm images
at the (`, b) loci of the OSC arm. We show candidates without known velocities in
blue crosses, wheras confirmed H II regions are shown in red crosses and stars. Star
markers indicate sources with detected radio continuum in addition to spectral lines;
these markers are scaled by stellar type as described in Section 2.5.3. Bottom:
Longitude-velocity diagram of HI emission, summed over a 3.5◦ window following
the arm in latitude according to b = 0.375◦ + 0.075×`. Overlaid are detected OSC
H II regions with the same symbols as the top panel as well as 6 OSC H II regions
detected previously but not observed as part of this survey, marked with x’s. Dashed
lines indicate the central locus of the OSC in (`, v) space as indicated by Dame &
Thaddeus (2011), VLSR = −1.6 km s−1 deg−1 × ` ± 15 km s−1 . This is a modified
version of Fig. 3 from Dame & Thaddeus (2011).
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Figure 2.5 Face-on map of H II regions in the first Galactic quadrant. The Solar circle
and tangent points are marked by solid and dashed lines, respectively. Black crosses
mark H II regions from the WISE Catalog of Galactic HII Regions with known dis-
tances (Anderson et al., 2014). Red “x”s represent H II regions detected previously
within the OSC. Red crosses and stars mark H II regions examined or discovered
by this study. Stars indicate sources with detected radio continuum emission in
addition to ammonia emission; these markers are scaled in size by stellar spectral
type. Stars within the Solar circle suffer from the kinematic distance ambiguity
(KDA). For each source, both possible distances are shown connected by a dotted
line. We also show H I emission from the LAB survey following the arm in latitude
and velocity: VLSR = −1.6 km s−1 deg−1 × `, b = 0.375◦ + 0.075×`. This is the
same emission as shown between the dashed lines in Figure 2.4, bottom panel, but
transformed assuming a Brand rotation curve.
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Table 2.6 OSC H II Regions
High-Mass Star Formation in the OSC 13
Regions are plotted together with detections from this
work in Figure 5. Since the KDA was not resolved for
our new detections, we have included both the near and
far distances, with sources connected radially by dotted
lines.
This was the first systematic survey targeting radio
quiet candidates from the WISE Catalog of Galactic
H II Regions. Since over 60% of these candidates were
detected in radio continuum, we might expect similar
detection rates for the other radio quiet candidates in
the catalog, nearly 4000 in total. Radio continuum ob-
servations with the VLA of every radio quiet candidate
from the WISE Catalog in the second and third Galac-
tic quadrants will probe this further (Armentrout et al.
2017b, in prep).
Table 6. OSC H II Regions
Brand Reid
Name VLSR RGal d  Log10(NLy)
a Spectralb RGal d  Log10(NLy)
a Spectralb Notec
(km s 1) (kpc) (kpc) (s 1) Type (kpc) (kpc) (s 1) Type
G026.610 00.212  35.70 13.77 20.84 . . . . . . 14.90 22.00 . . . . . . RRL
G028.320+01.243  44.00 15.25 22.18 47.97 O8.5 16.43 23.41 48.02 O8.5 VLA,H2O
G031.727+00.698  39.20 13.26 19.71 . . . . . . 14.37 20.89 . . . . . . RRL
G032.928+00.606  38.30 12.89 19.16 . . . . . . 13.98 20.32 . . . . . . RRL
G033.007+01.150  57.60 17.05 23.54 48.18 O8 18.31 24.84 48.23 O8 RRL,VLA
G039.183 01.422  51.00 13.88 19.39 48.28 O8 15.01 20.61 48.33 O7.5 RRL,VLA,H2O
G040.954+02.473  52.50 13.82 19.07 . . . . . . 14.95 20.29 . . . . . . H2O
G041.304+01.997  53.70 13.95 19.16 . . . . . . 15.08 20.39 . . . . . . RRL
G041.755+01.451d  54.80 14.04 19.19 . . . . . . 15.18 20.43 . . . . . . RRL
G041.804+01.503d  52.60 13.69 18.80 . . . . . . 14.82 20.03 . . . . . . RRL
G054.093+01.748  85.30 16.99 20.52 48.06 O8.5 18.25 21.89 48.11 O8 RRL,VLA
G055.114+02.422  76.10 15.26 18.43 49.28 O4 16.44 19.75 49.35 O4 RRL,VLA,H2O
Note—All known OSC HII regions to date. Sources with data blanked by “. . .” in the NLy and Spectral Types column have measured
ammonia or maser velocities from our GBT pointings, but no detected radio continuum.
aLog10 of the number of Lyman-continuum photons emitted per second is determined through Equation 4.
b Spectral type is assigned based on a combination of the Martins et al. (2005) and Smith et al. (2002) models of Lyman-continuum emission
from high-mass stars to give the finest gridding of spectral types and cover B1.5 to O3 type stars, as described in Section 5.3.
c Sources are labeled by RRL, VLA, and H2O indicating detected emission from radio recombination lines, VLA radio continuum emission, and water
maser emission respectively. Two HII regions, G028.320+01.243 and G040.954+02.473, were discovered to be part of the OSC as part of this work
and only have detected water maser emission.
d The HII regions G041.755+01.451 and G041.804+01.503 are part of the same complex but have distinct morphologies.
7. SUMMARY
We observed H II region candidates coincident with
the Outer Scutum-Centaurus spiral arm. At ⇠15 kpc
from the Galactic Center, the OSC is a↵ected by the
Galactic warp and bends out of the Galactic plane to
positive Galactic latitudes, leaving our targets unob-
structed from the bulk of in-plane gas and dust. If
the Galaxy is symmetric, the OSC is the first quadrant
counterpart to the third quadrant Perseus Arm. We
searched for thermal radio continuum emission with the
Very Large Array and both water maser and ammonia
emission with the Green Bank Telescope. By combining
integrated luminosity information from radio continuum
observations, kinematic information from spectroscopy,
and stellar spectral models, we were able to calculate
the underlying spectral types of stars within these dis-
tant H II regions.
The motivation for this survey was to detect espe-
cially distant H II regions in the first Galactic quadrant,
coincident with the OSC. Our observations add two H II
regions to the census of high-mass star formation in the
OSC, bringing the total known population to 12 H II
regions, detailed in Table 6. One of these H II regions
(G055.114+02.422) was observed as early as 1953 by
Sharpless (1953), but it was not recognized as extremely
distant star formation at the time. This study shows
that the OSC is forming high-mass stars with types as
early as O4. With Galactocentric radii in excess of 15
kpc, the population of detected OSC H II regions could




How Many HII Regions are there in the Milky Way?
This manuscript is unpublished at the time of submission of this thesis. Con-
tributing Authors : W. P. Armentrout, L. D. Anderson, Dana S. Balser,
T. M. Bania, Trey V. Wenger
3.1 Abstract
The Milky Way contains a significant number of undetected H II regions, the
archetypical tracers of Galactic high-mass star formation. There are nearly 2000
confirmed H II regions in the Milky Way, but when compared with studies of external
galaxies of similar star formation rates, our Milky Way surveys are deficient by
several thousand H II regions. We estimate here the total number of H II regions in
the Galaxy. Sensitive 9 GHz radio continuum observations of H II region candidates
using the Jansky Very Large Array show that stars of spectral type B2 and earlier
create H II regions with similar infrared and radio continuum morphologies to H II
regions created by O-stars. To determine the total number of Galactic H II regions,
we compare existing H II region surveys with an H II region population synthesis
model. From this model, we predict ∼4000 H II regions in the Milky Way created
by O-stars and ∼10000 H II regions created by stars of spectral type B2 and earlier.
We have not yet confirmed the vast majority of the Milky Way’s H II regions.
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3.2 The Missing Galactic H II Regions
Extragalactic observations of H II regions suggest that our Galactic surveys of
H II regions are incomplete. For instance, the galaxy NGC 628 (M74) has 4285 H II
regions identified through Hα observations (Rousseau-Nepton et al., 2017). This
archetypical Grand Design spiral galaxy has a star formation rate of 0.68 M yr−1
(Kennicutt et al., 2011). While NGC 628 is producing stars at a slower rate than the
Milky Way (1.9 M yr−1, Chomiuk & Povich, 2011), it has more than double the
number of identified H II regions. Additionally, many faint or clustered H II regions
in NGC 628 would be confused and indistinguishable from each other at the survey
resolution of 35 pc in Rousseau-Nepton et al. (2017). The tally of H II regions in
NGC 628 could be even higher, dwarfing the number of known H II regions in our
Galaxy. Where are the missing Milky Way H II regions?
The remaining H II region candidates in the WISE catalog may represent some
of these missing nebulae. Of the 6500 Galactic H II region candidates, nearly 2500
have coincident radio continuum emission while 4000 are only apparent in the in-
frared, with no detected radio continuum emission (hereafter “radio quiet”). The
vast majority of the radio quiet candidates in the WISE catalog are isolated, not
part of large complexes of H II regions. Source confusion should not be an issue. The
4000 radio quiet objects could represent a significant population of unconfirmed H II
regions. Radio quiet candidates do not necessarily lack the radio continuum signa-
ture of H II regions, but may have radio emission fainter than the sensitivity limit
of current plane surveys.
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Figure 3.1 Infrared and radio morphologies of known and candidate H II regions.
From left to right, we show a known H II region, a candidate H II region with detected
continuum emission, and a “radio quiet” candidate H II region. Infrared WISE bands
w2 (4.6 µm), w3 (12 µm), and w4 (22 µm) are represented by blue, green, and
red respectively. VLA continuum contours from 4 minute integrations at X-band in
D configuration are overplotted, with contours at 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of the
peak continuum flux. There is no appreciable difference between the morphologies
of known H II regions and our faint H II region candidates. Snapshots are 4′ on a
side. Radio data were smoothed by a 15′′ tophat filter for display. Images of all
observed sources by the VLA are shown in Figure B.1 in the Appendix.
Higher sensitivity observations will determine whether there is associated radio
continuum emission from these radio quiet candidates. In Armentrout et al. (2017),
we targeted 65 H II region candidates coincident with the Outer Scutum-Centaurus
Spiral Arm (OSC, Dame & Thaddeus, 2011) in the first Galactic quadrant with
the Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), 47 of which were radio quiet. We detected
radio continuum emission in 43% of these radio quiet sources. This high detection
rate indicates that many radio quiet candidates could be bona fide H II regions. If
these faint sources truly are H II regions, they could either be produced by B-stars,
with fewer photons able to ionize the surrounding ISM, or they could be especially
distant. Either case would result in radio fluxes below the sensitivity limits of radio
surveys of the Galactic disk. An H II region created by a single B1.5 star at a Solar
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distance of 22 kpc, the farthest detected distance for a Galactic H II region to date,
would have a flux density of ∼300 µJy (Armentrout et al., 2017). This is below
the sensitivity limits of Galactic plane surveys completed before this survey, though
future Galactic plane surveys will well surpass this sensitivity (i.e. VLA Sky Survey,
69 µJy, Condon, 2015).
Here, we observe a more complete sample of radio quiet H II region candidates:
all radio quiet sources in the 2nd and 3rd Galactic quadrants with infrared diameters
less than ∼80′′. Determining how many of the radio quiet sources are bona fide H II
regions will allow us to infer a total number of H II regions in the Milky Way. By
systematically targeting all compact regions in this range, we will characterize the
entire radio quiet population and estimate a lower limit for the number of H II regions
in the Galaxy.
We estimate the total number of Galactic H II regions using a population
synthesis model. This method uses known and inferred structural details of the
Milky Way along with insights from extragalactic H II region surveys to estimate
the completeness of current Galactic H II region surveys. With an accurate model
of the Galaxy and estimates for the completeness of current Galactic H II region
surveys, we can determine the total number of H II regions in the Milky Way.
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3.3 VLA Continuum Emission of H II Regions in 2nd and 3rd Quad-
rants
We observe the 9 GHz continuum emission from 145 compact (infrared di-
ameters <80′′) radio quiet H II region candidates with the VLA in D-configuration
(VLA16A-371). These sources are in the outer Galaxy between 245◦ ≥ ` ≥ 90◦.
We choose this longitude range because the outer Galaxy has significantly less star
formation than the inner Galaxy, so there is less source confusion. Additionally,
heliocentric distances are limited to within ∼10 kpc so their fluxes are on average
higher compared to inner Galaxy sources.
We match the target sizes to the maximum size of recoverable flux in the VLA
D-configuration. The VLA data have a typical resolution of 10′′ and are sensitive to
angular scales of up to 70′′. Bihr et al. (2016) showed that WISE infrared H II region
sizes were on average twice as large as the sizes measured through radio observations.
Therefore, an H II region with an infrared diameter of 80′′ would have an expected
radio diameter of ∼40′′. We observe the 145 radio quiet candidates in the WISE
catalog in the zone 245◦ ≥ ` ≥ 90◦ that have infrared diameters <80′′. Our targets
are shown in Figure 3.2, overlaid on WISE infrared emission. The distribution of
all radio quiet candidates is shown in Figure 3.3; ∼15% of all radio quiet candidates
are in the outer Galaxy.
We mimic the observational strategy of the previously-mentioned VLA search
for distant H II regions in the OSC Arm (Armentrout et al., 2017). Our configuration
has two overlapping basebands, covering 8.012 to 10.041 GHz. We averaged data
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from the two orthogonal polarizations.
We observed all 145 sources with 4 minute snapshots per source. We reob-
served 21 sources between 128◦ ≤ ` ≤ 173◦ for an additional 12 minutes each. Most
of these 21 sources were not detected previously with 4 minute integrations (57%,















Figure 3.2 Radio quiet HII region candidates between Galactic longitudes of 90 ◦
− 245 ◦. We observed every radio quiet candidate in this longitude range with an
expected radio diameter <40′′. Detections are shown by white circles while non-
detections are marked by red “x”s. Of our 145 VLA pointings, we detected radio





























Figure 3.3 Distribution of known H II regions (red) and radio quiet candidates (black)
as identified through WISE infrared emission. There are over 4000 radio quiet
candidates distributed throughout the Galactic plane, with ∼15% of the population
in the 2nd and 3rd Galactic quadrants. Marked in grey is our survey range.
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3.3.1 VLA Data Reduction & Analysis
Our data were automatically calibrated by the Common Astronomy Software
Applications (CASA) pipeline (McMullin et al., 2007). We also use CASA to im-
age and analyze our VLA data. We identify, or mask, emission by hand in each
continuum snapshot. If a source had peak radio continuum emission detected at
the 3σ level or greater, σSPeak is the RMS noise outside of the masked region. If
no radio continuum emission was detected, σSPeak is the RMS noise over the entire
image. VLA continuum parameters are given in the Appendix in Table B.1, which
lists integrated and peak fluxes, RMS noise, and the area of each mask.
We detected 80 of the 145 sources (55%) in 9 GHz radio continuum at the 3σ
level. Integrated and peak radio continuum fluxes for these detections are shown in
Figure 3.4. Coupled with their common infrared morphologies, detection of radio
continuum emission strongly suggests an H II region candidate is an H II region. This
detection rate is slightly higher than the detection rate of the aforementioned survey
in the first quadrant of radio quiet sources (43% of radio quiet sources detected;
Armentrout et al., 2017). In the first quadrant survey, we targeted especially distant
(∼20 kpc) H II regions, which are of course fainter on average.
Following our analysis in Armentrout et al. (2017), we can determine the spec-
tral type of the ionizing stars in H II regions. We first determine source luminosities,
Lν , with Equation 2.3. With this radio continuum luminosity, we determine the
number of Lyman continuum photons emitted from the central ionizing source,
NLy, with Equation 2.4 in Chapter 2, taken from Rubin (1968), Condon & Ransom
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(2016) assuming thermal and ionization equilibrium. The electron temperature, Te,
is a measure of the Maxwellian kinetic energy distribution of colliding electrons in
the H II region. We assume an average H II region Te of ∼104 K, near the center of
the Te distribution in (Balser et al., 2011). Our central observing frequency, ν, is 9
GHz.
We determine the spectral type of the central ionizing source directly from the
number of Lyman continuum photons (LyC) using results from Smith et al. (2002).
At its maximum distance in the outer Galaxy (∼10 kpc), an H II region produced
by a B1.5 star should have a 9 GHz integrated continuum flux density of ∼1.5 mJy.
This is a factor of ∼3 brighter than the bulk of our detections as seen in Figure 3.4.
This corresponds to an ionizing flux of 1046.10 LyC s−1 . A 400 µJy beam−1 detection
(the peak of our integrated flux histogram in Figure 3.4) for a 10 kpc-distant source
corresponds to an ionizing flux of 1045.57 LyC s−1. Based on the trend of spectral
type versus ionizing photons for B0 to B1.5 stars in Smith et al. (2002), 1045.57 LyC
s−1 should correspond to a type B2 star.
A third of our “deep integrations” (16 minutes per source) without previously
detected radio continuum emission yielded detections (4 of 12 sources), with flux
densities on the ∼200-300 µJy level. These would produce ionizing radiation of
at least 1045.27 LyC s−1, but their spectral types are uncertain, as Smith et al.
(2002) does not probe stars with fewer than 1046.10 LyC s−1 or spectral types later
than B1.5. VLA continuum parameters for these deep integrations are given in the
Appendix in Table B.2.
It is likely that the detected sources are H II regions since they have similar
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infrared morphologies to the rest of the WISE candidates and detected radio contin-
uum emission. Cyganowski et al. (2011) studied a sample of morphologically similar
Extended Green Objects (EGOs). They found the two EGOs with the greatest LyC
flux to be H II regions created by early type-B stars. Earlier stages of star forma-
tion have steep, positive spectral indices (α∼1) not characteristic of H II regions
and fewer emitted Lyman continuum photons (.1045 LyC s−1), below our current
sensitivity limits.
Lundquist et al. (2014) studied a population of intermediate-mass star forming
regions, with the most massive central stars being spectral type B2 or later. Our
radio quiet H II regions provide a boundary between high- and intermediate-mass
star formation, and B2 stars serve as the dividing spectral type. Malmquist bias
and source confusion may prevent the WISE catalog from containing all Galactic
H II regions created by central stars of type B2 or earlier.
We can calculate a lower limit for how many H II regions there are in the
Galaxy based on these results. Extrapolating our 55% detection rate, we expect
2088 of the 3797 WISE catalog radio quiet H II region candidates to have detectable
radio continuum emission. Within the WISE Catalog, there are 1896 known H II
regions, 2710 candidate regions with coincident radio continuum emission, and 2088
radio quiet H II regions. If we assume that all H II region candidates with our
characteristic infrared morphology and detected thermal radio continuum emission
are H II regions, there are 6694 expected Galactic H II regions in the WISE catalog.
This already dwarfs the number of known Galactic H II regions, and if most H II
regions produced by B2 stars are yet undetected, the true number of Galactic H II
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regions would be far greater still.
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Figure 3.4 Distribution of integrated and peak fluxes for H II regions detected by
the VLA. Each of these regions was identified as a radio quiet candidate based on
its lack of detected radio continuum emission in Galactic plane surveys. The peak
of the integrated flux distribution is 400 µJy, indicating faint H II regions ionized
by central stars of type B2 or earlier.
3.4 Population Synthesis Model
In order to estimate the total number of Galactic H II regions created by cen-
tral stars of spectral type B2 or earlier, we create population synthesis model of
H II regions within the Milky Way. There is considerable debate surrounding the
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structure of the Milky Way, and the purpose of this model is not to define Galactic
structure. Rather, the purpose is to estimate the completeness of our H II region
surveys to date by comparing them against synthetic populations of Galactic H II
regions. We assume that the Milky Way is a barred spiral galaxy with azimuthal
symmetry. Most barred spirals are Grand Design galaxies with symmetric arms
(71% of barred spirals in Elmegreen & Elmegreen, 1982).
We populate H II regions in a bar, near and far 3 kpc arms, four spiral arms,
and a diffuse population throughout the Galactic disk (see below). These parameters
are all tunable within the model, though we have found that minor alterations in
these parameters do not significantly change predictions for the total H II region
population within the Milky Way. We show the locations of H II regions at different
vantage points in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, face-on and edge-on respectively. Figure 3.7
shows comparison Longitude-Velocity (lv) diagrams for the simulated and observed
populations of H II regions. Structure is very apparent in the simulated distribution,
shown as continuous features in the l-v diagram.
3.4.1 Extragalactic Studies
It is easier to get a complete picture of star formation throughout the disks of
face-on external galaxies than it is to map star formation throughout our own Milky
Way. Here, we study how H II regions are distributed throughout the disks of spiral
galaxies similar to the Milky Way to observe trends in their radial distribution.









Figure 3.5 Face-on maps of the Galaxy showing simulated and observed H II regions.
Circle sizes are proportional to the H II region sizes, but enlarged for visibility. Panel
A (left) shows H II regions generated using our H II region population synthesis
model. Panel B (right) shows regions known to date in the WISE Catalog of
Galactic H II Regions. Distances to regions detected behind the Galactic center have
not been resolved, resulting in a gap between Quadrants I and IV. Additionally, the
majority of Quadrant IV is only visible from the Southern Hemisphere, where an
historic lack of surveys has led to a deficiency in detected regions.
We choose a sample of five Grand Design spiral galaxies from this dataset to serve
as Milky Way “analog galaxies”: NGC 3486, NGC 4123, NGC 5371, NGC 5457
(M101, Pinwheel Galaxy), and NGC 7741. These five analog galaxies have barred
spiral structures similar to the proposed structure of the Milky Way and are shown
in Figure 3.8. The were selected from the Bradley et al. (2006) catalog based on
their galactic structure as well as for having a significant number of detected H II
regions.
There are radial trends in the H II region distribution of these analog galaxies.
Each galaxy has a different radial size, so we normalize the galactocentric radius,

































Figure 3.6 Edge-on maps of the Galactic plane showing simulated and observed H II
regions. Circle sizes are proportional to angular H II region sizes, but enlarged for
visibility. The top panel shows H II regions simulated using the population synthesis
model while the bottom panel shows H II regions cataloged in the WISE Catalog of
Galactic H II Regions.
measuring the linear features extending from the galactic center in the face-on H II
region distribution. We also measure the extent of the bar using optical and infrared
images of the galaxies. We find that from the center of the galaxies out to the edge
of the bar, H II region surface densities increase linearly with galactocentric radius.
After the bar, their numbers drop off as the inverse square of galactocentric radius,
as evidenced in Figure 3.9. We impose this trend on our H II region population





































Figure 3.7 Longitude-Velocity diagrams showing simulated and observed H II re-
gions. The top panel shows H II regions simulated using the population synthesis
model while the bottom panel shows H II regions cataloged in the WISE Catalog of
Galactic H II Regions. Spiral arms appear as continuous structures, particularly in
the simulated distribution.
at a Galactocentric radius corresponding to the end of the Milky Way bar (see
Figure 3.9). From Galactic observations, this appears to be the case in the Milky
Way as well. Gas streaming along the bar piles up at the ends of the bar, causing a
surplus of star formation there. This can be seen in the first quadrant face-on image
in the right panel of Figure 3.5.
A decrease in H II region surface density with increasing galactocentric radius
was also noted in Hodge (1969) and Lelièvre & Roy (2000). Using Hα observations
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Figure 3.8 Sample of Milky Way analog galaxies, illustrating that H II regions follow
spiral structure. Underlying images were retrieved from the NASA/IPAC Extra-
galactic Database. Red points indicate the position of an H II region from Bradley
et al. (2006). Images were corrected for inclination, and H II regions were scaled
by galactocentric radius as a proportion of bar length in their respective galaxies.
These five galaxies were selected based on their known spiral structure and large
number of detected H II regions.
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of NGC 628, Lelièvre & Roy (2000) detected a monatomically decreasing H II region
surface density out to ∼20 kpc from the galactic center before the surface density
dropped dramatically. Hodge (1969) observed the Hα emission from 25 spiral galax-
ies to reach a maximum at ∼1/4 the distance from the center to the edge of the
disk and drop off exponentially thereafter. Interior to this peak, the distribution
depended on the specific type of spiral galaxy (SBb, SBc, etc).
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Figure 3.9 Stacked histograms showing the distribution of H II regions across our
simulated and analog galaxy samples. Black points represent a simulated distri-
bution of H II regions from our population synthesis model, while bins correspond
to a sample of galaxies studied in Bradley et al. (2006). The y-axis for the black
points has been scaled to be at the same level as the stacked histograms. The x-axis
represents a scaled radius, i.e. the distance from the center of the galaxy divided
by the length of bar. Regions at a scaled radius of unity would lie at the end of
the galactic bar. The surface density of extragalactic H II regions increases nearly





Following Benjamin et al. (2005) we simulate a Galactic bar that extends from
the Galactic center to a distance of 4.4 kpc. The bar therefore has a total length
of 8.8 kpc and has linearly increasing star formation with increasing Galactocentric
radius according to our extragalactic analysis. The bar is oriented along a Galactic
azimuth of 44◦ / 224◦, which means that the ends of the Galactic bar are at Galactic
longitudes of ` ' 27◦ and ` ' 345◦.
3.4.2.2 Spiral Arms
We model spiral arms according to Koo et al. (2017). They traced the spiral
structure of the outer Milky Way through dense atomic hydrogen, fitting logarithmic
spiral arms to the Sagittarius-Carina, Perseus, Outer, and Scutum-Centaurus spiral
arms. In our model, each arm was fit with a pitch angle of 12.◦4 and began at different
Galactic azimuths, according to the Koo et al. (2017) fits. The Sagittarius-Carina,
Perseus, Outer, and Scutum-Centaurus spiral arms began at azimuths of 223◦, 108◦,
43◦, and 288◦ respectively. Each arm has a Gaussian FWHM arm thickness of 0.8
kpc (Vallée, 2014).
Several studies, included herein, have shown that the H II region surface den-
sity decreases with increasing radius through studies of external galaxies. To our
knowledge there are no such studies of H II region surface density within spiral
arms. We impose a slightly decreasing trend of H II region surface density variations
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within spiral arms. Changing the surface density of H II regions within spiral arms
in this model does not change the total trend of H II region surface density within
the Galaxy. We still impose a global r−2 decrease in H II region surface density for
regions with Galactocentric radii greater than 4.4 kpc (outside of the Galactic bar).
3.4.2.3 3 kpc Arm
The near side of the 3 kpc arm was discovered by van Woerden et al. (1957)
using the Dwingeloo Radio Observatory in the Netherlands shortly after the tele-
scope’s completion. The near side of the 3 kpc arm appears to be expanding out
from the center of the Galaxy with a velocity of −53 km s−1. The arm’s noncircular
motion was initially thought to be important for the dynamics and evolution of spi-
ral structures, and these observations provided some of the earliest evidence for the
existence of the Galactic bar (de Vaucouleurs, 1964). The far side of the 3 kpc arm,
a symmetric counterpart to the near side, was discovered only recently by Dame
& Thaddeus (2008) through analysis of the Columbia-CfA-Chile CO Survey of the
Milky Way (Dame et al., 2001). The near and far 3 kpc arms are further evidence
of a symmetric inner-Galaxy. We approximate the 3 kpc arm in our model using an
ellipse centered on the Galactic center, with a long axis of symmetry following the
Galactic bar and ellipticity of 0.5.
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3.4.2.4 Diffuse Component
In addition to the aforementioned Milky Way structures, we also populate a
diffuse distribution of H II regions across the Galactic disk. These H II regions are not
part of any Galactic structures and are mainly intended to represent star formation
in the inter-arm regions of the Galaxy. Flocculent spiral galaxies in particular would
have a large diffuse component of H II regions, with less of their high-mass star
formation as part of well-defined spiral structures.
These diffuse H II regions are Gaussian-distributed about the Galactic center
with a FWHM the size of the Galactic bar. They are not populated within Galacto-
centric radii of 4.4 kpc (within the bar) in order to keep the inner Galaxy distribution
from being crowded by high-mass stars. The Galactic center is well-known to be
deficient in star formation (Longmore et al., 2013), which is corroborated by our
extragalactic analysis above.
3.4.2.5 z-Distribution and Warp
Within the Solar circle, the z -distribution of H II regions can be fit by a Cauchy-
Lorentz distribution (also called a Cauchy distribution or Lorentzian, Anderson et
al. 2018, in prep), given as the probability, P, in P (z) = h/(π(z2 + h2)). Here,
h is the distribution’s half width at half maximum, and the distribution’s mean is
zero. This is similar to a Gaussian distribution, but it approaches zero more slowly.
At large Galactocentric radii, the Galaxy is known to warp above and below the
plane, so beyond a Galactocentric radius of 11 kpc we model the Galactic warp with
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[1− cos 2φ], (3.1)
where phi (φ) represents Galactic azimuth.
3.4.3 HII Region Properties
Though we do not use individual H II region properties for any analysis here,
we assign stellar mass, luminosity, electron temperature, neutral hydrogen density,
age, and physical size to each H II region for completeness. A comparison of known
and simulated H II region sizes is shown in Figure 3.10.
Tremblin et al. (2014) provide a set of models to determine an H II region’s
size and luminosity based on the central star’s mass and age along with the electron
temperature of the surrounding plasma. We assign masses for the ionizing stars at
the core of each H II region based on a Kroupa IMF (i.e., ξ(M) ∝ M−2.3). The flux
of Lyman continuum photons is directly related to the stellar mass (Equation 2.4)
so we assign H II region luminosities based on these stellar masses (Silaj et al., 2014;
Anderson, 2010). We assign electron temperatures from Balser et al. (2011), with
temperatures increasing with Galactocentric radius according to Te = 5756 K + 299
K kpc−1 ×RGal. We assign neutral Hydrogen densities between 1700 cm−3 to 5100
cm−3, the range accepted by the model in Tremblin et al. (2014). Our simulated
stellar ages range between 0 and 12.7 Myr, the maximum age in Tremblin’s model.
Given these five input properties (stellar mass, stellar luminosity, electron
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temperature, neutral hydrogen density, and age), the model in Tremblin et al. (2014)
outputs the physical size of an H II region. Because we are populating these regions
throughout a simulated Milky Way, we know their distance from the Sun and can
therefore also determine the regions’ angular sizes and fluxes.
We can also determine H II region sizes based on Equation 1.2. Spitzer (1968)
details a basic model for the time evolution of H II regions. We apply this model and
find excellent agreement with the radio sizes of H II regions in the WISE catalog,
shown in Figure 3.10, assuming a Solar distance from the Galactic Center of 8.4 kpc
as in Reid et al. (2009). Figures 3.5 and 3.6 appear biased toward larger H II regions
because only regions with known distances were included in these plots. The H II
regions in these plots are in general larger and more nearby sources.
We also assign line-of-sight velocities to H II regions in the model. Distances to
H II regions are typically determined through either maser parallax measurements or
from Doppler shifts in RRL profiles. In practice, standard Galactic rotation curve
models (i.e. Brand & Blitz (1993) or Reid et al. (2014)) allow us to determine a
kinematic distance to any source outside of the Solar orbit given its LSR velocity
and Galactic longitude. For ease in comparing the model with physical observations,
we calculate LSR velocities for each region based on a Galactic rotation curve.
We do not incorporate velocities from streaming motions along the spiral arms or
bar components, though H II regions in the 3 kpc arm are assigned an additional
velocity component of 53 km s−1 away from the Galactic center, to signify their
radial motion. Figure 3.7 shows velocity structure in the known and simulated
populations through longitude-velocity diagrams.
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H II regions often cluster together in groups, and we leave the option to cluster
several H II regions in the code. Users can set the maximum number and mostly
likely number of H II regions within a cluster.
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Figure 3.10 Histograms comparing WISE Catalog H II regions (black line) and H II
regions from our population synthesis model (red filled). Our longitude range is
limited to 65◦ ≥ ` ≥ 18◦ in the first Galactic quadrant where our surveys are most
complete. Peaks in the Galactocentric radius and heliocentric distance histograms
corrrespond to individual spiral arms. The z-height distribution of H II regions was
modeled as a Cauchy-Lorentz distribution. Sizes of H II regions were modeled based
Equation 1.2 and Spitzer (1968).
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3.4.4 Code
The code used to populate H II regions throughout the Milky Way was written
in Python and is available online∗. Galactic structural details can be easily modified,
and the relative proportion of H II regions within the various Galactic components
(bar, spiral arms, and diffuse population) can be changed as well. Model input and
output parameters are summarized in Table 3.4.4.
Table 3.4.4 Population Synthesis Model Input and Output Parameters
Census of Galactic H II Regions 19
quadrant sensitivity in the fourth quadrant. Fourth quadrant radio continuum data come from the
Sydney University Molonglo Sky Survey (SUMSS, Bock et al. 1999), measured here through aperture
photometry similar to that in Makai et al. (2017).
The model used for this comparison was created using 23000 H II regions ionized by central stars of
type B2 or earlier, including ⇠7000 H II regions ionized by type O9.5 stars or earlier. This estimate
of 23000 Galactic HII regions created by B2 stars and earlier is far higher than our previous estimate
from radio quiet HII regions above. While our VLA observations provided evidence for B2 stars able
to produce detectable H II regions, the WISE catalog did not contain nearly as many faint H II regions
as would be detected by a standard IMF. The population synthesis model o↵ers a more complete
picture of the total nu ber of faint H II regions created by B-type stars.
.1
Table 3.1. Input and Output Parameters
Galactic Structure Properties Individual Region Properties
Input Default Value Reference Output Unit
Number of H II Regions (User Input) Galactocentric Radius kpc
Extent of Bar 4.4 kpc Benjamin et al. (2005) Sun Centered Position (x, y, z) kpc
Sun-GC Distance 8.4 kpc Reid et al. (2009) Galactic Coordinates (l, b) deg.
Sun Height above Plane 0.02 kpc Humphreys & Larsen (1995) Mass M 
Number of Spiral Arms 4 Luminosity L 
Arm FWHM 0.8 kpc Vallée (2014) Flux Jansky
Pitch Angle 12. 4 Vallée (2014) Age Myr
Stellar Mass Range [9, 90] M  Size (Radius) kpc
3.4.5 Population Synthesis Model Results
Our population synthesis modeling suggests that current H II region surveys
are complete throughout the first Galactic quadrant for all regions ionized by single
∗Armentrout 2018, galSims.py, v1.0, Zenodo, https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1205117
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O-stars. We show completeness in the first quadrant for stars earlier than type O9.5
in Figure 3.11, with overlaid histograms of the known and predicted populations
of first quadrant H II regions. Our model predicts many more faint H II regions
created by lower-mass B-type stars than are detected, partly because current RRL
observations do not probe deeper than H II regions created by Galactic O-stars.
Fluxes for known first quadrant regions in Figure 3.11 are scaled to 9 GHz assuming
optically thin thermal emission using fluxes derived by Makai et al. (2017) from VLA
Galactic Plane Survey (VGPS) and the Multi-Array Galactic Plane Imaging Survey
(MAGPIS) data.
Fourth quadrant H II region surveys are less complete, primarily because of
a lack of sensitive H II region surveys in the Southern hemisphere. This lack of
sensitivity is illustrated in the right panel of Figure 3.11. The Southern H II Region
Discovery Survey (Wenger et al. 2018, in prep, Brown et al., 2017), a 900-hour
project with the Australia Telescope Compact Array, will match the first quadrant
sensitivity in the fourth quadrant. Fourth quadrant radio continuum data come from
the Sydney University Molonglo Sky Survey (SUMSS, Bock et al., 1999), measured
here through aperture photometry similar to that in Makai et al. (2017).
We estimate that there are 10000 Galactic H II regions by comparing our ob-
served H II region population from the HRDS with our population synthesis model.
In the first quadrant, the HRDS is complete for all Galactic O-stars, so we match
the flux distributions of only O-stars (i.e. O9.5 and earlier) between the model and
HRDS, shown by the blue and black curves in the left panel of Figure 3.11. In
practice, this is done by creating many models with varying numbers of H II regions.
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We iterated by 500 HII regions (8000, 8500, 9000, etc.) and formally tested by run-
ning KS-tests on the two comparison histograms. Matching the flux distributions of
O-stars within the first quadrant, we arrive at 4000 total HII regions with ionizing
fluxes corresponding to Galactic O-stars.
However, our VLA observations of the faintest population of H II regions in
the WISE catalog indicate that stars of spectral type B2 and earlier create H II
regions with the same characteristic morphology as those created by O-stars. B2 is
effectively a lower limit on the spectral type of star which creates an HII region (at
least with the infrared signature of all WISE catalog sources). Using a Kroupa IMF
(α=2.3), we extend this distribution of stars down to spectral type B2. We have an
additional 6000 total H II regions in the model with ionizing fluxes corresponding
to stars of spectral type B2 to O9.5.
The red curve in Figure 3.11 represents all 10000 of these predicted H II regions,
corresponding to stars of spectral type B2 or earlier. One distinction is that we are
not predicting 10000 B2 stars and earlier in the Galaxy. Rather, we are predicting
10000 H II regions corresponding to the Lyman continuum flux of B2 stars and
earlier. We do not know the spectral types of the stars within these H II regions,
but we do know how much ionizing radiation went into creating the H II regions.
Based on the IMF and the fact that earlier spectral types contribute sub-
stantially more Lyman photons, there is likely one main star contributing most of
the ionizing radiation to each H II region. Still, stars tend to form in clusters, and
there are likely lower-mass stars contributing a comparatively small amount of ion-
izing radiation. One remaining problem lies in understanding the clustering of the
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high-mass stars producing H II regions. Work is ongoing for a paper detailing this
clustering (Anderson & Cunningham 2018, in prep). If a B2 star and an O7 star are
part of the same cluster, the ionizing radiation contributed by the B2 star will be
insignificant compared to that of the O7 star, effectively producing one H II region
with a size dependent on only the O7 star’s ionizing radiation. Currently, our model
would output two separate H II regions, with sizes and luminosities dependent on
the B2 and O7 stars individually. In the future, we could use a modified IMF to
simulate the fact that some lower-mass stars will be obscured by nearby earlier-type
stars. This would effectively “flatten” the IMF, giving us a power law with a shal-
lower slope than the commonly used Kroupa α = 2.3. This does not detract from
the fact that there are still many stars of type B2 and earlier which are not part of
a cluster, produce H II regions with the same characteristic infrared morphology as
in the HRDS, and are yet undetected. The bulk of the ionizing photons are from
the highest mass star, but the bulk of the system mass could come from lower-mass
stars.
This estimate of 10000 Galactic HII regions created by B2 stars and earlier
is higher than our previous estimate from radio quiet HII regions above. While
our VLA observations provided evidence for B2 stars able to produce detectable
H II regions, the WISE catalog did not contain nearly as many faint H II regions
as would be detected by a standard IMF. The population synthesis model offers a
more complete picture of the total number of faint H II regions created by B-type
stars.
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Figure 3.11 Predicted and measured 9 GHz flux densities for H II regions in the
first and fourth Galactic quadrants. Thick black curves show the flux densities of
known Galactic H II regions. Blue and red curves represent synthetic populations
of Galactic H II regions from our population synthesis model. The blue curve shows
the flux densities of regions ionized by a single star of type O9.5 or earlier, while
the red curve shows regions ionized by a single star of type B2 or earlier. The flux
distribution turnover is a real effect, caused by the luminosity distribution of H II
regions and decreased flux from distant regions. (left) Our current first quadrant
surveys are complete for H II regions ionized by single O-stars. (right) Surveys
in the Southern sky are incomplete below 2 Jy, corresponding roughly to stars of
spectral type O8.
population synthesis model in Figure 3.10, including Galactocentric radius, helio-
centric distance, z-height, and angular diameter. All histograms are normalized,
and we attribute large peaks at low Galactocentric radius and Heliocentric distance
in the WISE distribution to spiral arms and the Galactic bar, along with a lack of
H II region detections at large distances. Still, the overall structure of the WISE
and simulated distribution matches, and the z-height and size distributions mirror
each other quite well.
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3.5 Summary
Within the WISE Catalog of Galactic H II Regions there are nearly 4000 H II
region candidates without detected coincident radio continuum emission. Based on
their infrared morphologies, we hypothesize that the majority of these candidates
are H II regions, but represent either very distant or less luminous populations. We
observed all compact “radio quiet” candidates in the second and third quadrants
with the VLA at 9 GHz. We detect radio continuum emission from 55% of these H II
region candidates, which suggests that they are a population of overlooked Galactic
H II regions with central stars of spectral type B2 and earlier. These observations
show that central stars of type B2 and earlier create H II regions with the char-
acteristic infrared and radio continuum morphologies common to those in the HII
Region Discovery Survey papers (Bania et al., 2010; Anderson et al., 2011, 2014,
2015, 2018).
We compare the H II region census against a population synthesis model of
the Galactic H II region population to derive completeness limits in various parts
of the Galaxy. We find that current H II region surveys in the first quadrant are
complete for all H II regions created by single O stars. The population synthesis
analysis suggests that there should be ∼4000 total H II regions in the Milky Way
corresponding to single O stars. Because we detected H II regions ionized by lower
mass stars in our VLA survey, this must be a lower limit to the H II region population.
Lowering the stellar mass that can create an H II region to that of a B2 star, ∼9
M, our population synthesis model predicts that there are ∼10000 H II regions
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corresponding to single stars of type B2 or earlier.
Within the WISE catalog, there are ∼2000 known H II regions, and ∼2500
candidates with detected continuum emission. This tally of ∼4,500 sources nearly
matches our prediction for the total number of O-stars in the Galaxy from our
population synthesis model (∼4000). We predict ∼6000 B-stars in the model, and
our radio quiet observations can account for ∼2000 of them.
If we predict 10000 Galactic H II regions, but we can only account for 7000
in the WISE catalog, where are the remaining 3000 H II regions? Many are likely
confused in large complexes of H II regions. High-mass stars form preferentially in
clusters, and while we do not group together nearby and blended H II regions in our
population synthesis model, observationally, they are often difficult to distinguish.
Additionally, while the WISE data is sensitive enough to detect the mid-infrared
emission from H II regions ionized by B2 stars, these objects tend to appear “greener”
(i.e. EGOs with stronger 12µm emission) and more compact than their higher-mass
counterparts and could become unresolved at large distances. We do not include
point sources in the WISE catalog.
To detect the remainder of the 10000 predicted Galactic H II regions, we must
connect Galaxy-wide H II region surveys to detailed studies of large H II region com-
plexes as well as the EGOs linked to intermediate-mass star formation. A complete
census of Galactic H II regions will give us a global view of high-mass star forma-
tion, allow us to constrain the Milky Way luminosity function, and refine Galactic
structural details, among many other Milky Way-wide parameters.
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3.6 Appendix
Snapshot images of each source observed with the VLA are shown in Fig-
ure B.1. Snapshot images of deep continuum fields are shown in Figure B.2.
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Chapter 4
Current and Future Plans
Current and upcoming work that will extend the work discussed in this thesis
include surveys of H II regions in the Southern hemisphere, molecular gas studies of
star forming efficiencies, and optical Hα observations of H II regions in the Outer
Scutum-Centaurus spiral arm.
4.1 Southern Hemisphere H II Regions
The Southern H II Region Discovery Survey (SHRDS), detailed in Chapter 1,
will discover ∼500 new H II regions in the largest unexplored part of the Milky Way
disk where structural properties are especially uncertain (Brown et al., 2017, Wenger
et al., 2018, in prep). This survey complements my work up to this point, and
extends our catalog of H II regions into the fourth Galactic quadrant at declinations
inaccessible to Northern hemisphere surveys. The work of the SHRDS is ongoing,
and I remain an active member in the collaboration.
Originally charged with selecting candidates for the large survey, I also used
the model described in Chapter 3 to estimate the completeness of fourth quadrant
H II region surveys. These results will be updated with the first data release of the
SHRDS. The SHRDS is also an ideal survey to trace the connection between the
OSC in the first quadrant and its progenitor arm, the Scutum-Centaurus Arm, in
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the second and third Galactic quadrants. Thus far, this connection has not been
proven. High-mass stars and their H II regions are archetypical tracers of Galactic
structure, and we hope to use them to show a continuous distribution of H II regions
throughout this spiral arm.
Nearly 200 hours of observations remain from the original 900 hour project,
and the SHRDS will add to the completeness of our large surveys across the entire
plane of the Galaxy and provide us with the most comprehensive catalog of HII
regions in existence.
4.2 Galactic Star Formation Efficiencies
We mapped the molecular gas reservoirs feeding star formation in the low-
density environments on the distant edges of the Milky Way, i.e. in the OSC, with
the Argus instrument at the GBT. Since metallicity has been shown to decrease with
increasing Galactocentric radius (Balser et al., 2011), we will determine whether the
high-mass star formation efficiency is lower in the outer arms than in the Solar
neighborhood and how this efficiency compares to that of the Central Molecular
Zone. Since the OSC rises above the Galactic plane by nearly 4◦ and lies at the
outer edge of the first Galactic quadrant, we have a rare opportunity to observe 21
kpc-distant Galactic star formation unimpeded by in-plane gas and dust, including
at optical wavelengths.
High frequency radio observations on the GBT have been vastly improved by
the Argus instrument (Sieth et al., 2014). Argus is a 16-pixel receiver array operating
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from 70−115 GHz. Argus allows for rapid mapping of CO, the most easily observed
tracer of molecular gas in the Galaxy. We show here first results of molecular gas
maps of high-mass star formation regions in the OSC. Targets for these observations
were identified in Armentrout et al. (2017) as H II regions within the OSC which
have radio continuum detections, but no known line emission. They represent every
known H II region in the OSC (12 H II regions) as well as every H II region candidate
in the WISE catalog with detected continuum emission (30 targets).
Observations for this project took place in Spring 2017 and 2018 under shared
risk observing (AGBT16B−420, AGBT17B−431). Parsec-scale maps of 13CO allow
us to estimate the molecular gas mass feeding these areas of high-mass star forma-
tion. We observed 8 separate molecular lines between 109 and 111 GHz, though we
only expected to detect 13CO at 110 GHz with a low critical density. Each of these
lines are listed in Table 4.2. As we were interested in the morphology of molecular
gas of these regions, we mapped a 5′ wide area around each H II region. We followed
a daisy pattern which scans across a central point, forming “petals” around the
central point.∗ This mapping technique provides uneven sensitivity, with the most
sensitive area towards the center of the map, but the most complete central portion
is well matched to our source size.
An example map is shown in Figure 4.1, while all other tentative maps are
shown in the Appendix in Figure C.1. In many cases, detection of 13CO with Argus
and 10 GHz continuum with the VLA are slightly offset. This could be indicative of
the H II region displacing molecular gas as it evolves, expelling it from the system.
∗Daisy scans are detailed in section 6.4.3.7 of v4.0 of the GBT Observer’s Manual.
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Table 4.2.2 Observed Molecular Gas Species with Argus
CO Observations of Star Formation in the OSC 5
Table 1. Observed Transitions
⌫ ( GHz) Species
109.160 HC5N - Cyanobutadiyne
109.174 HC3N - Cyanoacetylene
109.252 SO - Sulfur Monoxide
109.463 OCS - Carbonyl Sulfide
109.782 C18O - Carbon Monoxide
109.906 HNCO - Isocyanic Acid
110.201 13CO - Carbon Monoxide







G033.007+01.150 OCS Carbonyl Sulfide
G034.133+00.471 C18O Carbon Monoxide
G037.419+01.513 HNCO Isocyanic Acid
110.201 13CO Carbon Monoxide
110.383 CH3CN Methyl Cyanide
4.3 Gemini North Observations
While radio data are typically used to study Galactic objects at such large
distances, the OSC warps above the Galactic plane by∼4◦ in the first quadrant. This
gives us the rare opportunity to study distant Galactic objects in the optical part of
the electromagnetic spectrum. Hα is up to three orders of magnitude brighter than
the typical RRLs we study in our radio HRDS surveys. Without in-plane extinction,
these distant targets are detectable at optical wavelengths and will add to knowledge
of the population of OSC star formation. It would have been prohibitively time-
consuming to complete these bservations with radio instruments, and our current
H II region census in the OSC is weighted toward higher-mass stars. Targets from
these observations may prove to be H II regions created by lower-mass (i.e. B2) stars
in the OSC, as indicated through our VLA “radio quiet” H II region observations in
Chapter 3. This would add an important set of lower-mass, distant targets to our
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Figure 4.1 13CO map of the H II region with the furthest confirmed parallax distance,
G007.47+00.05. 13CO contours are given at 90%, 70%, 50%, and 30% of integrated
intensity (0.34 K.km s−1), and we show mid-infrared WISE bands w2 (4.6 µm,
blue), w3 (12 µm, green), and w4 (22 µm, red). The scale bar represents the
infrared size as cataloged in the WISE Catalog of Galactic H II Regions. Moment
0 maps are made by integrating a data cube along the velocity axis, giving a new
intensity unit of K.km s−1. Sanna et al. (2017) confirmed a distance of 20.4 kpc
from the Sun which is in range of a previous kinematic distance estimate by Balser
et al. (2011) from Hydrogen radio recombination lines. We map the 13CO content
of this H II region with the new Argus instrument on the Green Bank Telescope,
along with all known OSC H II regions.
study of star forming efficiencies throughout the Galaxy.
We have long-slit observations of the 30 OSC H II region candidates and 12
confirmed OSC H II regions with the Gemini North GMOS instrument, searching for
Hα emission. A sample spectrum from a progenitor project is shown in Figure 4.2.
While observations from this project are complete, the data have not yet been
reduced.
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Figure 4.2 A sample H II region spectrum from a precursor project for GN-2017A-
Q-80 observations with Gemini North. The y-axis units are arbitrary, but linear. In
our project, we observed 42 H II region candidates in the Outer Scutum-Centaurus
(OSC) spiral arm with six minute integrations on GMOS-N. Because the OSC warps
above the Galactic plane, we have the rare opportunity to observe Galactic star
formation in excess of 20 kpc from the Sun. Our high signal to noise will enable




Observations that contributed toward this thesis involved increasing the sen-
sitivity of our H II region surveys to probe faint H II regions in the outer Galaxy as
well as H II regions created by lower-mass stars.
5.1 Outer Scutum-Centaurus Arm H II Regions
In Chapter 2, we :
− Detected the most distant known Galactic H II regions
− Showed that stars as early as spectral type O4 are produced in the low-density
environment of the OSC
− Defined a first quadrant outer boundary of RGal '17 kpc to Galactic high-mass
star formation
By targeting H II region candidates coincident with the OSC, we have dis-
covered a population of especially distant regions, including regions '21 kpc from
the Sun (Armentrout et al., 2017). Observations with the Very Large Array (VLA)
targeted all H II candidates coincident with the OSC locus defined by Dame & Thad-
deus (2011), shown in Figure 2.1. We detected radio continuum in nearly 60% of
the 70 sources targeted which indicates that many radio quiet candidates are likely
H II regions. Combined with sensitive radio 10 GHz thermal continuum observations
of H II regions across the Galactic disk, we are able to estimate the stellar types of
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the underlying ionizing stars and explore high-mass star formation in a heretofore
unstudied area of the Galaxy.
Very high-mass stars, up to at least spectral type O4, are produced in the low-
density, low-metallically environment of the OSC (Armentrout et al., 2017). The
Galaxy is producing some of the most massive stars in its far outer edges, indicating
that stellar mass (and thus the IMF) is not a strong function of Galactocentric
radius. Through these observations, we define an outer boundary of RGal '17 kpc
for high-mass star formation in the Milky Way.
5.2 How Many H II Regions Are There in the Milky Way?
In Chapter 3, we :
− Created a Galactic H II region population synthesis model
− Showed that stars of spectral type B2 and earlier create H II regions with the
same characteristic infrared morphology as later type stars
− Predicted 10000 total Galactic H II regions created by stars of type B2 and
later, including 4000 created by O-stars
Within the WISE Catalog of Galactic H II Regions (Anderson et al., 2011)
there are nearly 4000 H II region candidates throughout the Galaxy without detected
coincident radio continuum emission, deemed “radio quiet.” Based on their infrared
morphologies, the majority of these candidates are likely H II regions, but represent
either very distant or less luminous populations. In the second and third quadrants,
with far fewer H II regions in total than in the first and fourth quadrants, we were
able to observe all radio quiet candidates in under 20 hours with the VLA. Over
50% of these H II region candidates had detected radio continuum emission. We
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showed that there is a faint and widely unobserved population of H II regions spread
throughout the Galaxy, mainly created by lower-mass stars than have classically
been attributed to H II region formation, i.e. stars of type B2 and earlier. This
seems to be a cutoff for the stellar types of stars able to produce H II regions with the
same infrared morphologies associated with earlier type stars. These observations
show that B2 stars can create detectable H II regions and that B2 stars are the
latest spectral type to produce both the infrared and thermal continuum signature
of classical H II regions.
We also create a population synthesis model to estimate how many H II regions
could be created by the Galactic population of stars of type B2 and earlier. This
population synthesis model relies on completeness limits of first quadrant H II region
surveys, matching flux density distributions for predicted and detected O stars. We
use this population synthesis model to show that there is a vast undetected sample
of faint Galactic H II regions. We expect 10000 Milky Way H II regions created by
stars of type B2 or earlier. To date, we have detected ∼2000, mainly created by
O-stars. Of the predicted 10000 Galactic H II regions, ∼4000 would be associated
with stars of spectral type O9.5 and earlier.
Through this thesis, we pushed our H II region surveys out to the edge of the
Galaxy and provided a large-scale view of high-mass star formation in the Milky
Way. We detected the most distant known Galactic high-mass star formation, esti-
mated the total number of Galactic H II regions, and produced a population synthesis
model to compare known to predicted populations of H II regions. This work en-
abled us to build a strong case for extending our H II region surveys into the Southern
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hemisphere and set the stage for future work tracing the efficiency of high-mass star
formation throughout the disk of the Milky Way. While high-mass stars cannot be
directly observed across the entire Galactic disk, their associated H II regions are
among the brightest objects in the Galaxy from mid-infrared through radio wave-
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Figure A.1 Infrared and radio images of all candidate H II regions observed with the
VLA. WISE bands w2 (4.6 µm), w3 (12 µm), and w4 (22 µm) are represented by
blue, green, and red respectively. VLA radio continuum contours from 4 minute inte-
grations at X-band in D configuration are overplotted where available. Contours are
placed at 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% peak radio continuum flux for sources detected
in radio continuum. Each image is 6′ on a side, and scale bars represent the regions’
infrared angular sizes as cataloged in the WISE Catalog of Galactic HII Regions
(Anderson et al., 2014). If an image was detected by the VLA in radio contin-
uum, a “C” appears in the bottom left corner for continuum. Ammonia and maser
detections from this work are additionally denoted with an “L” for line. Sources
marked “C” or “L” have further details in Tables 2.2 & 2.4.2 respectively. Sources
marked “OSC” have been identified as part of the Outer Scutum-Centaurus spiral
arm. We smoothed especially diffuse radio continuum emission by a 15′′ tophat filter







Figure A.2 H II region molecular spectra. Shown here are four-panel images of spec-
tra for all sources detected in either water maser (H2O 6(1,6)→5(2,3)) or ammonia
(NH3 (J,K)=(1,1), (2,2), (3,3)) emission. All intensities are given as the antenna
temperature corrected for atmospheric absorption, T ′A. Water maser detections (top
panel) have red dashed lines indicating the upper and lower ranges of emission with
a red arrow showing the velocity of peak maser emission. Ammonia detections
(bottom three panels) are overlaid with red Gaussian fits to central and hyperfine
emission lines. Water maser emission is smoothed to 0.3 km s−1 whereas ammonia
emission is smoothed to 0.75 km s−1. These data provide us with source velocities
(and thus kinematic distances) and show that there is dense molecular gas associated
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30 NH3 (J,K) = (3,3)
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30 NH3 (J,K) = (3,3)
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20 NH3 (J,K) = (3,3)
G039.801+01.984
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60 NH3 (J,K) = (3,3)
G040.954+02.473
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30 NH3 (J,K) = (3,3)
G048.589+01.125
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G050.900+01.055
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60 NH3 (J,K) = (3,3)
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Table B1. VLA Radio Continuum Parameters
Name ↵J2000  J2000 Sint Speak  Speak Region Area
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mJy) (mJy beam 1) (mJy beam 1) (arcsec2)
G090.192+01.887 21:04:19.84 49:44:54.1 0.523 0.021 0.008 4360
G090.912+01.599 21:08:39.66 50:05:14.7 2.195 0.165 0.019 2880
G090.919+01.493 21:09:10.58 50:01:16.2 2.068 0.178 0.017 1260
G091.467+02.826 21:05:17.29 51:19:26.3 . . . . . . 0.009 . . .
G091.582+01.303 21:12:52.54 50:22:30.2 0.933 0.028 0.006 81030
G091.590+02.742 21:06:13.20 51:21:31.2 . . . . . . 0.011 . . .
G092.658+03.054 21:09:23.19 52:21:21.1 . . . . . . 0.251 . . .
G092.677+03.053 21:09:28.69 52:22:10.0 . . . . . . 0.290 . . .
G092.707+03.072 21:09:31.03 52:24:16.1 . . . . . . 0.345 . . .
G093.015+01.235 21:19:29.95 51:21:25.2 . . . . . . 0.007 . . .
G093.370+02.604 21:14:44.11 52:33:58.8 . . . . . . 0.014 . . .
G094.045+01.746 21:21:52.04 52:26:47.7 1.219 0.038 0.007 5710
Table B1 continued on next page
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Table B1 (continued)
Name ↵J2000  J2000 Sint Speak  Speak Region Area
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mJy) (mJy beam 1) (mJy beam 1) (arcsec2)
G094.474+02.178 21:21:51.60 53:03:19.5 . . . . . . 0.006 . . .
G094.712+01.994 21:23:50.72 53:05:31.2 . . . . . . 0.009 . . .
G095.868+03.990 21:19:47.88 55:19:12.7 1.629 0.061 0.019 3040
G096.076+02.562 21:27:47.70 54:26:56.1 0.753 0.036 0.009 3810
G096.538+01.314 21:35:54.73 53:50:57.2 3.721 0.091 0.081 3980
G096.546+01.358 21:35:44.92 53:53:16.0 6.443 0.280 0.098 6050
G097.105+03.165 21:30:05.50 55:35:38.2 1.821 0.045 0.011 4960
G097.131+03.225 21:29:55.93 55:39:19.1 . . . . . . 0.006 . . .
G097.186+03.768 21:27:32.90 56:05:10.8 0.286 0.025 0.009 990
G097.240+03.300 21:30:07.74 55:47:03.6 23.254 0.256 0.091 27270
G097.276+03.298 21:30:19.86 55:48:27.6 . . . . . . 0.136 . . .
G097.284+03.179 21:30:56.92 55:43:36.8 0.415 0.065 0.011 1700
G097.325+03.226 21:30:56.03 55:47:18.7 1.556 0.453 0.053 790
G097.693+01.994 21:38:42.39 55:07:33.1 0.809 0.048 0.020 4430
G097.701+03.821 21:29:57.99 56:28:46.7 0.759 0.055 0.008 4870
Table B1 continued on next page
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Table B1 (continued)
Name ↵J2000  J2000 Sint Speak  Speak Region Area
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mJy) (mJy beam 1) (mJy beam 1) (arcsec2)
G097.704+02.048 21:38:30.97 55:10:25.7 1.154 0.137 0.017 3090
G097.786+01.373 21:42:02.64 54:43:12.9 4.614 0.145 0.021 9260
G097.802+01.350 21:42:14.00 54:42:48.9 0.124 0.048 0.023 490
G097.974+01.494 21:42:28.58 54:56:05.8 164.067 7.997 0.901 3080
G098.908+02.716 21:41:48.36 56:28:12.1 0.492 0.038 0.009 3790
G100.161+01.766 21:53:11.12 56:32:30.7 . . . . . . 0.022 . . .
G100.168+02.082 21:51:46.89 56:47:34.0 . . . . . . 0.057 . . .
G100.213+01.883 21:52:57.40 56:39:57.2 6.003 0.273 0.026 3800
G100.338+01.691 21:54:31.89 56:35:34.9 1.460 0.475 0.011 760
G102.311+03.677 21:56:57.46 59:22:21.3 0.359 0.102 0.021 560
G102.334+03.608 21:57:25.99 59:19:55.6 . . . . . . 0.010 . . .
G103.483+01.998 22:12:02.04 58:42:52.8 0.243 0.039 0.008 1350
G103.640+01.087 22:16:56.28 58:03:01.0 . . . . . . 0.008 . . .
G103.690+00.434 22:19:56.87 57:32:01.0 7.547 0.212 0.064 7250
G103.745+02.182 22:12:53.10 59:00:56.6 9.235 0.299 0.053 8640
Table B1 continued on next page
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Table B1 (continued)
Name ↵J2000  J2000 Sint Speak  Speak Region Area
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mJy) (mJy beam 1) (mJy beam 1) (arcsec2)
G103.954+01.097 22:18:52.72 58:13:55.8 0.585 0.239 0.011 290
G105.433+09.949 21:42:46.27 66:10:48.7 . . . . . . 0.009 . . .
G105.962+00.420 22:34:40.10 58:42:40.6 2.355 0.094 0.014 4890
G106.142+00.129 22:36:58.70 58:32:53.3 0.871 0.072 0.009 2750
G107.156 00.988 22:47:49.02 58:02:49.7 51.334 2.100 0.171 5110
G107.298+05.638 22:21:27.04 63:51:33.8 0.703 0.237 0.010 470
G108.394 01.046 22:56:27.66 58:32:34.8 . . . . . . 0.351 . . .
G110.054 00.107 23:05:15.81 60:05:01.2 . . . . . . 0.155 . . .
G110.094 00.064 23:05:25.36 60:08:18.7 1.301 0.308 0.100 1060
G110.160+00.040 23:05:34.69 60:15:36.6 16.48 1.667 2.312 2110
G110.812 00.799 23:12:58.07 59:44:10.3 1.900 0.213 0.033 1510
G111.046+01.085 23:08:55.66 61:34:06.2 0.521 0.112 0.009 830
G111.567+00.751 23:14:01.62 61:27:19.3 272.901 9.698 1.856 3850
G111.774+00.689 23:15:49.87 61:28:21.4 . . . . . . 0.033 . . .
G111.860+00.800 23:16:10.13 61:36:26.0 . . . . . . 0.048 . . .
Table B1 continued on next page
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Table B1 (continued)
Name ↵J2000  J2000 Sint Speak  Speak Region Area
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mJy) (mJy beam 1) (mJy beam 1) (arcsec2)
G111.870+00.881 23:16:00.05 61:41:12.4 0.138 0.046 0.015 540
G111.941+00.677 23:17:10.37 61:31:17.8 0.177 0.060 0.012 520
G113.566 00.698 23:33:37.82 60:45:06.1 . . . . . . 0.047 . . .
G113.569 00.657 23:33:33.24 60:47:30.6 . . . . . . 0.188 . . .
G114.569+00.290 23:39:17.26 61:59:04.5 1.074 0.134 0.029 1020
G116.719+03.536 23:50:38.02 65:40:20.3 . . . . . . 0.011 . . .
G119.844+01.518 00:22:59.34 64:13:10.4 . . . . . . 0.008 . . .
G121.750+02.423 00:40:08.62 65:16:08.5 . . . . . . 0.008 . . .
G121.755+02.640 00:40:06.01 65:29:09.0 0.706 0.034 0.008 5580
G123.809 01.781 00:58:41.39 61:04:43.9 0.599 0.061 0.006 1390
G125.331+02.050 01:14:00.34 64:49:00.7 . . . . . . 0.006 . . .
G125.513+02.033 01:15:41.59 64:47:01.2 0.228 0.039 0.007 930
G127.916+00.657 01:35:43.13 63:05:59.4 0.355 0.035 0.008 1250
G128.315+01.667 01:40:53.01 64:01:15.7 0.240 0.056 0.008 480
G128.539+01.497 01:42:35.46 63:48:38.4 0.403 0.024 0.006 4160
Table B1 continued on next page
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Table B1 (continued)
Name ↵J2000  J2000 Sint Speak  Speak Region Area
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mJy) (mJy beam 1) (mJy beam 1) (arcsec2)
G129.101+01.965 01:48:28.91 64:09:07.7 0.347 0.033 0.016 1240
G129.806+01.561 01:53:52.16 63:35:48.6 . . . . . . 0.006 . . .
G129.830+01.549 01:54:03.74 63:34:46.2 . . . . . . 0.006 . . .
G131.343 01.188 02:00:39.20 60:32:57.6 0.170 0.049 0.013 1720
G132.361 01.021 02:08:57.98 60:25:27.2 . . . . . . 0.007 . . .
G132.399 00.575 02:10:20.76 60:50:19.2 0.356 0.029 0.008 1460
G133.733+01.498 02:26:41.98 62:21:19.9 . . . . . . 0.229 . . .
G136.348+00.823 02:44:40.35 60:42:39.1 5.140 0.095 0.016 6010
G143.611 01.410 03:24:18.32 55:12:09.5 0.561 0.027 0.008 2980
G145.573+04.336 04:01:14.66 58:35:52.2 0.638 0.155 0.007 580
G145.583+04.347 04:01:21.35 58:35:57.5 . . . . . . 0.007 . . .
G147.832+00.694 03:56:30.51 54:21:47.4 0.624 0.028 0.006 3590
G148.225+02.241 04:05:36.55 55:16:28.0 0.196 0.027 0.007 690
G148.449+00.160 03:57:22.55 53:33:25.1 3.095 0.514 0.007 860
G148.533+01.952 04:05:51.56 54:51:12.4 2.278 0.120 0.012 2690
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Table B1 (continued)
Name ↵J2000  J2000 Sint Speak  Speak Region Area
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mJy) (mJy beam 1) (mJy beam 1) (arcsec2)
G148.566+02.162 04:07:00.42 54:59:13.6 0.089 0.023 0.006 490
G148.809+02.073 04:07:50.63 54:45:30.3 0.292 0.023 0.005 1870
G151.633 00.431 04:10:24.68 51:00:15.4 9.787 0.972 0.106 1350
G155.503+02.640 04:41:21.84 50:22:24.4 . . . . . . 0.011 . . .
G160.104+00.958 04:51:33.02 45:46:56.0 . . . . . . 0.019 . . .
G163.899+04.748 05:21:47.64 45:01:42.9 . . . . . . 0.006 . . .
G164.069+00.436 05:03:02.51 42:21:23.4 . . . . . . 0.007 . . .
G169.936 00.589 05:16:53.45 37:01:41.3 . . . . . . 0.006 . . .
G169.951 00.587 05:16:56.65 37:01:02.3 . . . . . . 0.006 . . .
G170.204+01.990 05:28:23.72 38:16:05.9 . . . . . . 0.010 . . .
G170.830+00.009 05:21:54.08 36:38:19.5 . . . . . . 0.007 . . .
G171.602+00.563 05:26:20.47 36:18:46.7 0.235 0.025 0.008 1110
G171.692+00.564 05:26:35.75 36:14:20.5 . . . . . . 0.008 . . .
G173.328+02.754 05:40:06.26 36:03:28.1 0.386 0.049 0.009 1070
G173.418+02.760 05:40:22.09 35:59:06.4 . . . . . . 0.007 . . .
Table B1 continued on next page
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Table B1 (continued)
Name ↵J2000  J2000 Sint Speak  Speak Region Area
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mJy) (mJy beam 1) (mJy beam 1) (arcsec2)
G173.482+02.445 05:39:12.93 35:45:48.9 1.466 0.277 0.073 980
G173.485+02.430 05:39:09.62 35:45:10.9 1.301 0.195 0.042 720
G173.583+02.444 05:39:28.63 35:40:40.1 0.552 0.030 0.007 2400
G173.722+02.693 05:40:52.74 35:41:30.7 . . . . . . 0.152 . . .
G173.779+02.683 05:40:59.02 35:38:16.9 2.894 0.234 0.033 1240
G174.376 00.363 05:30:05.60 33:29:30.1 0.221 0.024 0.006 940
G174.384 00.371 05:30:04.98 33:28:50.5 0.215 0.018 0.006 1520
G176.462 01.674 05:30:20.81 31:01:43.7 . . . . . . 0.039 . . .
G176.475 01.685 05:30:20.12 31:00:41.8 . . . . . . 0.026 . . .
G181.101+04.223 06:04:56.65 30:06:45.8 . . . . . . 0.007 . . .
G189.032+00.809 06:08:46.74 21:31:44.8 0.466 0.121 0.020 370
G189.684+00.715 06:09:46.88 20:54:47.8 0.308 0.026 0.006 1280
G192.601 00.048 06:12:54.31 17:59:22.6 13.264 3.733 0.975 1090
G192.617 00.067 06:12:52.03 17:57:59.1 . . . . . . 0.854 . . .
G192.908 00.627 06:11:23.57 17:26:31.8 71.533 1.269 0.126 7870
Table B1 continued on next page
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Table B1 (continued)
Name ↵J2000  J2000 Sint Speak  Speak Region Area
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mJy) (mJy beam 1) (mJy beam 1) (arcsec2)
G194.935 01.222 06:13:16.34 15:22:42.2 0.563 0.096 0.008 770
G195.666 00.043 06:19:00.88 15:17:47.0 0.922 0.087 0.038 1050
G195.699 00.127 06:18:46.50 15:13:40.5 . . . . . . 0.095 . . .
G195.811 00.215 06:18:40.25 15:05:14.2 4.295 1.118 0.010 600
G195.822 00.566 06:17:24.75 14:54:40.5 0.401 0.038 0.010 1020
G196.178 00.142 06:19:39.65 14:47:52.6 . . . . . . 0.017 . . .
G197.792 02.356 06:14:47.14 12:19:40.3 . . . . . . 0.103 . . .
G203.373+02.040 06:41:12.88 09:26:06.8 4.452 0.185 0.031 2320
G209.208 00.127 06:44:11.16 03:15:20.9 0.130 0.036 0.007 540
G211.790 01.354 06:44:32.29 00:23:56.4 . . . . . . 0.012 . . .
G211.896 01.203 06:45:16.06 00:22:24.3 5.535 0.196 0.027 4310
G212.270 01.079 06:46:23.58 00:05:50.8 0.336 0.084 0.009 500
G212.420 01.126 06:46:29.77  00:03:28.3 2.027 0.183 0.016 1600
G214.456 11.026 06:14:46.74  06:20:26.0 . . . . . . 0.006 . . .
G217.258 00.032 06:59:13.67  03:51:49.7 0.402 0.035 0.009 1410
Table B1 continued on next page
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Table B1 (continued)
Name ↵J2000  J2000 Sint Speak  Speak Region Area
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mJy) (mJy beam 1) (mJy beam 1) (arcsec2)
G217.307 00.042 06:59:16.84  03:54:43.7 0.184 0.052 0.013 440
G217.657 00.193 06:59:23.05  04:17:32.5 0.114 0.022 0.007 880
G221.678 01.897 07:00:40.59  08:38:48.9 . . . . . . 0.020 . . .
G229.569+00.154 07:23:02.23  14:41:22.5 0.458 0.163 0.008 460
G229.598+00.159 07:23:06.83  14:42:45.2 0.721 0.040 0.006 4120
G232.620+00.995 07:32:09.59  16:58:12.3 3.066 0.991 0.061 630
G233.676 00.186 07:29:56.64  18:27:50.1 . . . . . . 0.050 . . .
G233.727 00.318 07:29:33.67  18:34:17.8 1.539 0.064 0.015 5630
G234.717 00.913 07:29:21.31  19:43:33.2 0.198 0.033 0.006 890
G234.729 00.752 07:29:58.90  19:39:32.6 0.509 0.061 0.010 1190
G234.732+00.907 07:36:08.45  18:51:34.7 . . . . . . 0.183 . . .
G237.261 01.306 07:33:07.18  22:08:41.3 4.097 0.137 0.035 6410
G243.335 00.012 07:51:18.61  26:46:36.0 0.290 0.039 0.008 1980
Note—Parameters in this table are a result of the CASA routine imstat with user-defined masks.Entries filled
with “. . .” have no detections. Areas were determined from hand drawn CASA masks of each detected region.
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Table B2. VLA Radio Continuum Parameters - Deep Integrations
Name ↵J2000  J2000 Sint Speak  Speak Region Area
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mJy) (mJy beam 1) (mJy beam 1) (arcsec2)
G128.315+01.667 01:40:53.01 64:01:15.7 0.538 0.055 0.005 3270
G128.539+01.497 01:42:35.46 63:48:38.4 0.207 0.014 0.003 2110
G129.830+01.549 01:54:03.74 63:34:46.2 . . . . . . 0.004 . . .
G131.343 01.188 02:00:39.20 60:32:57.6 . . . . . . 0.009 . . .
G132.361 01.021 02:08:57.98 60:25:27.2 0.304 0.020 0.006 2470
G133.733+01.498 02:26:41.98 62:21:19.9 . . . . . . 0.242 . . .
G143.611 01.410 03:24:18.32 55:12:09.5 0.594 0.027 0.006 4170
G145.573+04.336 04:01:14.66 58:35:52.2 0.426 0.021 0.004 4880
G145.583+04.347 04:01:21.35 58:35:57.5 . . . . . . 0.003 . . .
G148.566+02.162 04:07:00.42 54:59:13.6 0.108 0.016 0.004 1530
G155.503+02.640 04:41:21.84 50:22:24.4 . . . . . . 0.007 . . .
G160.104+00.958 04:51:33.02 45:46:56.0 . . . . . . 0.016 . . .
G163.899+04.748 05:21:47.64 45:01:42.9 . . . . . . 0.004 . . .
Table B2 continued on next page
Table B.2 Deep Integrations - VLA Radio Continuum Parameters for Radio Quiet
Observations
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Table B2 (continued)
Name ↵J2000  J2000 Sint Speak  Speak Region Area
(hh:mm:ss) (dd:mm:ss) (mJy) (mJy beam 1) (mJy beam 1) (arcsec2)
G164.069+00.436 05:03:02.51 42:21:23.4 0.265 0.017 0.004 2010
G169.936 00.589 05:16:53.45 37:01:41.3 0.215 0.011 0.003 2520
G170.204+01.990 05:28:23.72 38:16:05.9 0.172 0.015 0.007 1670
G170.830+00.009 05:21:54.08 36:38:19.5 . . . . . . 0.005 . . .
G171.602+00.563 05:26:20.47 36:18:46.7 0.221 0.017 0.005 1090
G171.692+00.564 05:26:35.75 36:14:20.5 . . . . . . 0.007 . . .
G173.418+02.760 05:40:22.09 35:59:06.4 . . . . . . 0.005 . . .
G173.583+02.444 05:39:28.63 35:40:40.1 0.403 0.024 0.005 2350
Note—Parameters in this table are a result of the CASA routine imstat with user-defined masks. Entries filled
with “. . .” have no detections. Areas were determined from hand drawn CASA masks of each detected region.
Figure B.1 WISE composite images of all 145 radio continuum VLA snapshot obser-
vations for previously “radio quiet” candidates. Bands w2 (4.6 µm), w3 (12 µm),
and w4 (22 µm) are represented by blue, green, and red respectively. VLA radio
continuum contours from 4 minute integrations at X-band in D configuration are
overplotted where available. Contours are placed at 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% peak
radio continuum flux for sources detected in radio continuum and at 1, 2, 4, and 8
times σ Speak for undetected sources. Peak radio continuum intensities are shown
in the bottom left of each panel (in µJy) for each detected source and infrared sizes
are shown by a scale bar. Each image is 6′ on a side, and scale bars represent the
regions’ angular sizes as cataloged in the WISE Catalog of Galactic HII Regions















Figure B.2 WISE composite images of all 21 deep VLA integrations. Bands w2
(4.6 µm), w3 (12 µm), and w4 (22 µm) are represented by blue, green, and red
respectively. VLA radio continuum contours from 4 minute integrations at X-band
in D configuration are overplotted where available. Contours are placed at 30%, 50%,
70%, and 90% peak radio continuum flux for sources detected in radio continuum and
at 1, 2, 4, and 8 times σ Speak for undetected sources. Integrated radio continuum
intensities are shown in the bottom left of each panel (in mJy) and infrared sizes
are shown by a scale bar. Each image is 6′ on a side, and scale bars represent the
regions’ angular sizes as cataloged in the WISE Catalog of Galactic HII Regions
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Figure C.1 Infrared and radio images of all candidate OSC H II regions observed
with the Argus receiver on the GBT. WISE bands w2 (4.6 µm), w3 (12 µm),
and w4 (22 µm) are represented by blue, green, and red respectively. VLA radio
continuum contours from 4 minute integrations at X-band in D configuration are
overplotted in white where available. VLA contours are placed at 30%, 50%, 70%,
and 90% peak radio continuum flux for sources detected in radio continuum. Argus
CO emission is shown by moment 0 contours in green from 30%, 50%, 70%, and
90% peak intensity. Each image is 6′ on a side, and scale bars represent the regions’
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